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1.
INTRODUCTION
In studying the history of any type of literature, we see
certain fashions and trends not only in literary style and
method, but also in content, in modes of thinking. We find
exponents of certain literary philosophies, certain viewpoints
towards life and the world - whether in the drama, in the
novel, or in poetry - coming in groups, in "literary periods".
What they say and their method of saying it are the fashion
of their age, and as the years go by these fashions change.
This is also true of literary criticism, in all its many
ramifications. Shakespearean criticism, especially, has run
the gauntlet of many different - and often diametrically
opposed - points of view. More particular, for our purpose,
is the criticism through the centuries of one of Shakespeare's
most forceful characters, Lady Macbeth. In studying what the
various critics from the early eighteenth century to the
present have to say about this remarkable personage, we ob-
serve certain fashions and trends in their opinions . We see
them, at the beginning, saying very bitter things. Then we
notice a certain change, an increasing leniency in their
judgment of Lady Macbeth' s character, a swing of the pendulum.
Of course, this pendulum is not completely unchecked or un-
interrupted in its movement. The increasing leniency meets
reversals, for the development of tolerance is just as diffi-
cult in literary criticism as it seems to be in religion.
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How this pendulum BwtflgB, by whom its movement is hastened
and "by whom retarded will be the subject of our study. We
shall watch the growth of tolerance and understanding, on the
part of the critics, towards this character who was once
termed " fiend- like" . And we shall see obstacles and stumbling
blocks put in the way of this movement.
To best serve our purpose, we shall combine a chronological
and a topical study. The pronouncements of the critics on the
ambition of Lady Macbeth and her relation to her husband, in-
cluding her love of Macbeth (or lack of it) and her influence
over him (or lack of it), the critics' impressions of Lady
Macbeth' s strength of will, their opinions of her as a woman,
and their varying beliefs in the reasons for her death - all
will be examined separately and chronologically with the intent
of showing the changes and variations that the different
centuries have witnessed. ¥e shall make some comparisons and
shall also make an attempt to show the faults of the critics
whom we consider to be in error.
Repetition of a sort is unavoidable. There is no clear
cut distinction between the several topics v/e have chosen to
examine; they cannot be put in watertight compartments; some
overlapping is inevitable. But we have kept this repetition
to the barest minimum.
Because of the vast amount of material on Lady Macbeth by
the critics of England and America alone, we have limited our
study to the criticism of these two nations. The critics are

some of the better critics, and some of the minor ones, either
representative of their age or evincing an opposition to their
age's accepted fashion of thinking. Not all the critics of
Shakespeare analyze his characters, and not all that do so deal
with Lady Macbeth. The only conclusion that we can draw from
this fact is that their interest lay along other lines, for
surely they do not consider her unworthy of discussion.
The criticisms of several actresses have been included,
not as representative of what the stage players of this charac-
ter believe her to be, but as interesting sidelights casting
more illumination on the viewpoint© of different ages.

CHAPTER I
THE 11 FIEND-LIKE LADY MACBETH"
For the first one hundred years after the death of
Shakespeare, we find no comments on the character of Lady
Ilacbeth. The main reason for this is, simply enough, that
there was very little real Shakespearean criticism in that
century. Even though the plays of Shakespeare saw reprinting
in the early part of the seventeenth century, it was the drama
of Beaumont and Fletcher, the new drama of aentimentalism and
sensationalism, of physical thrills and sensual passion, that
ruled the stage in that era. The Puritan reaction to this
type of drama and the resultant closing of the theaters, 1642
to 1660, furthered the removal of Shakespeare from the public
eye. The Restoration period, though it saw Dryden' s excellent
criticism of Shakespeare, was more interested in the altering
and remaking of Shakespeare's plays than in the originals.
Not until the beginning of the eighteenth century, with the
publication of Nicholas Rowe 1 s edition of Shakespeare's plays
in 1709, do we get a revival of interest in Shakespeare. In
this century there grew up an interest in the characters of
Shakespeare's plays, even though the plots were condemned by
the neo-classic critics for their violation of the essential
unities and though Shakespeare himself was adjudged ignorant,
or non-observant, of the classical rules of art. It was the
plots of Shakespeare that received most of the critical atten-

tion, but the realism of his characters v/as recognized by these
critics, ana we begin to find more and more criticism of them.
More to our purpose, we find criticism of the character of
Lady Macbeth.
The early criticisms, though, we find, are standard and
conventional, shallow and unimaginative. The critics hold the
person of Lady Macbeth up to the criterion of their own laws
of conventional life and morals, and judge her accordingly -
with their findings all unfavorable. They maintain the same
opinion of Lady Macbeth that Holinshed had in his Chronicles
of England, Scotland , and Ireland , of the Lady as a "haughty,
ambitious woman, ardently desirous of being a queen", "having
an unquenchable desire to bear the name of queen."-'- They no
doubt do this unconsciously; they do not draw these same con-
clusions for the sole reason that they must be the same - as
we later see some critics doing. But we first find Charles
G-ildon saying with typical eighteenth century conservatism and
convention that "The character of Macbeth and his Lady are too
monstrous for the Stage". And with that he refuses to discuss
them further. This then is our first critical comment on the
character of Lady Macbeth. A noble beginning 1.
1. Charlotte Lennox; Shakespeare Illus traced
, (1753),
Vol. I, p. 265.
2. Charles 3-ilaon; The Works of Mr. William Shakespeare
(171477 Vol. IX, p. 350.

Later in the same century, in 1753, we come to Charlotte
Lennox, who has a few words to say about Lady Macbeth. She
has the same viewpoint of the Lady as "a proud, ambitious, and
cruel woman"
.
1
Although the few comments thus far have dealt with the
"ambition" of Lady Macbeth, and notwithstanding that "ambition"
is the word we usually associate with Macbeth, let us leave
till later the discussion of the critics' opinions of this side
of her character, and let us instead now deal with what they
have to say of Lady Macbeth as a woman. From this general view
we can later proceed to a more particular study, for their
estimates of her as a woman are important in relation to their
criticism of her other characteristics.
In our treatment of the various criticisms of Lady Macbeth
as a woman, we notice a remarkable change as the years go by.
From the early controversy as to whether she is a woman or a
mere fiend we progress to a discussion of what sort of woman
she is and how these womanly characteristics are manifested.
This progress is most important in any criticism of Lady
Macbeth, for if we are fully to understand and appreciate her
character, we must first realize she is above all a woman. It
is just this that is beyond the comprehension of the early
critics
.
1. 0p_. cit
.
, p. 270

We have already seen G-ildon' s curt dismissal of Lady
Macbeth. Later in the same century, the eminent Dr. Samuel
Johnson says that "Lady Macbeth is merely to be detested". 1
Johnson's criticism is typical of his century: no imagination,
no understanding of this great character i3 shown, she is
called a fiend and dismissed. Johnson's friend and colleague,
George Steevens, in his great edition of Shakespeare's plays,
says that "Shakespeare .. .never omits an opportunity of adding
a trait of ferocity, or a mark of the want of human feelings,
to this monster of his own creation", and "Macbeth, himself,
amidst the horrors of his guilt, retains a character less
fiendlike than that of his queen." 2 What finer criticism might
not these two men have produced if only they had realized the
essential femininity of Lady Macbeth. Their only excuse is
that their fault is the fault of their century.
It might be interesting to see what Mrs. Sarah Kerable
Siddons, the great Shakespearean actress of the late eighteenth
century, most famous perhaps for her portrayal of Lady Macbeth,
thinks of this character. She calls Lady Macbeth a "splendid
fiend", "evil genius", "daring fiend", "a perfectly savage
1. Samuel Johnson; The Plays of William Shakespeare (1765)
Yol. VI p.~^3^
2. George Steevens; The Plays of William Shakespeare (1773)
Yol. IY p.~52^

creature". Her ambition "has almost obliterated all the charao
teristics of human nature".-1- However, strangely enough, her
picture of the physical appearance of Lady Macbeth is a senti-
mental one, for the Lady has "all the charms and graces of
personal beauty", she is "fair, feminine, nay, perhaps, even
fragile", of a "delicate structure". 2 How strange that 3he
should yet be called a "daring fiend" and "savage creature" 1.
The last eighteenth century critic that we shall look in on
is William Richardson, who says that "Lady Macbeth, of a charac-
ter invariably savage, perhaps too savage to be a genuine repre-
sentation of nature, proceeds easily, and without reluctance,
to the contrivance of the blackest crimes" .5
Thus we have the eighteenth century rational and moral view
of Lady Macbeth as a savage fiend- like creature, hardly a woman
or a human being at all. In the next century we get away from
this narrow, harsh, unjust interpretation of Lady Macbeth to a
clearer, more liberal, and more truthful picture of her as a
woman. This swing of the pendulum begins slowly, but gathers
increasing force when we come to the writings of Mrs. Jameson.
1. quoted by Thomas Campbell - Life of Mrs . Siddons
, (1834)
p. 123 (New York editionj
2. ibid p. 124
3. William Richardson; Essays on Some of Shakespeare '
s
Drama ti c Characters (17^5), P» 66

9.
It is in the nineteenth century that we have an abundance
of character studies. The late eighteenth century battle -
which, however, is not evident in the criticism of Lady Macbeth
i in that century - between the rational and moral standards in
the Interpretation of Shakespeare's characters and a realistic-
pi cture-of- life interpretation pave the way for the nineteenth
century Romantic criticism. Here, the rising Romantic movement
with its romantic love of personal individuality replaces the
eighteenth century neo-classic criticism of Shakespeare's plots
more and more with character analyses. We find the critics
more interested in the characters than in the plots, and as
they do more thinking and reasoning about and probing and delv-
ing into the character of Lady Macbeth, they emerge with totally
different results
.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge moves in this direction when he
says that Lady Macbeth - of whom he doesn' t say much at all -
"is a class individualized, of high rank...",-1- and that the
woman is far from dead in her. ^ Charles Lamb, telling his
tale of Lady Macbeth, pictures her as a woman, "bad" and
"ambitious" true, but a woman nevertheless .5 William Hazlitt,
too, though he says that Lady Macbeth is a "great bad woman
1. Thomas Rays or; Coleridge's Shakespearian Criticism (1930)
Vol. I, p. 72
2. Ibid, Vol II, p. 271
3. Charles and Mary Lamb; Tales From Shakespeare (1812)
p. 144

10.
whom we hate", nevertheless says "She does not excite our loath-
ing and abhorrence like Regan and G-onerll". 1 Here, v/ith the
great Romantic critics, despite the fact that only a few years
later a minor critic says that the mind of Lady Macbeth is a
"black depravity", "dead to every softer feeling of humanity", 2
here we have the genesis of a more liberal and just view of
Lady Macbeth. These early Romantics do not make a strong pos-
itive statement of her femininity - as in a short while Mrs.
Jameson will - but they do discuss her as a woman, not as a
fiendish animal.
With Mrs. Anna Jameson, we get the first really full and
understanding treatment of Lady Macbeth. In the first place,
Mrs. Jameson insists on treating Lady Macbeth as an "individual
conception of amazing power, poetry and beauty "3 rather than
only with reference to her husband and as influencing the
action of the drama. She then objects to the eighteenth century
treatment of Lady Macbeth as "nothing better than an ogress"
and as a species of female Fury, for she has a far different
conception of the Lady's character. Though Lady Macbeth' s in-
tellect and determination render her fearful, "yet she is not a
1. William Kazlitt; Characters of Shakespeare ' s Plays
(1812) p. 135
2. Augustine Skottowe; The Life of Shakespeare (1824)
Vol. II, p. 162
3. Anna Jameson; Shakespeare ' s Heroines (1832) p. 322

11.
a mere monster of deoravity, with whom we have nothing in
common... She is a terrible impersonation of evil passions and
mighty powers , never so far removed from our own nature as to
be cast beyond the pale of our sympathies; for the woman herself
remains a woman to the last - still linked with her sex and with
humanity". 1 "The very passages in which Lady Macbeth displays
the most savage and relentless determination are so worded as
to fill the mind with the idea of sex, and place the woman be-
fore us in all her dearest attributes" . Even in her ambition
"there is yet a touch of womanhood", for her ambition is for
her husband. And the actions that would inspire horror and dis-
gust are "produced rather by the exertion of a strong power
over herself than by .absolute depravity of disposition and fer-
ocity of temper" . She says that Lady Macbeth was not naturally
cruel, else she need not have called in the spirits to unsex
her, and perhaps as an exoneration of the lady
,
says that she
is "placed in a dark ignorant iron age, ber powerful intellect
is slightly tinged with its credulity ."3
Here the critical viewpoint has swung around to a more just,
more realistic, more truthful^ position. Lady Macbeth, no
1. Ibid p. 323
2. Ibid p. 327
3. Ibid p. 336
4. The words "true" and "truthful" will be used quite fre-
quently .__Ihey denote the position and viewpoint of the
writer
,
''botbX-frcjm^ his own interpretation of the play and
of Lady Macbeth and from the opinions and interpretations
of the majority of the critics.

matter what else we may think of her, is a woman, not an atroc-
ity or an ogress. This is something we must clearly understand
if we are to make a true estimate of the other aspects of her
character
.
The position of the next critic, Thomas Campbell, 1 is
rather difficult to understand, for he is self-contradi ctory
.
He says that Lady Macbeth is "too intellectual to be thoroughly
hateful", and though he admits she is a "murderess in cold blood
he takes issue with the previous critics who have called her
savage and hateful. "Shakespeare makes her a great character
by calming down all the pettiness of vice, and by giving her
only one ruling passion, which though criminal, has at least a
lofty object"; Shakespeare did not mean her to be a "piece of
august atrocity". If he had stopped there, there would be no
fault to find with his criticism. But in almost the same
breath he says, "Shakespeare never meant her for anything
better than a character of superb depravity..., naturally cold
and remorseless." And he further says that Mrs. Jameson has
tried too elaborately to prove Lady Macbeth' s positive virtues,
and the very expressions that she quoted 10 prove the Lady's
womanly qualities only strike him as "proofs of atrocity" .
These last words spoil his entire criticism, for Lady Macbeth
is not a character of depravity or atrocity, and M2*s. Jameson
1. Thomas Campbell; Life of Mrs . Siddons (1834)
Vol. I, p. 45-55 (London Edition)

has the truer picture of Lady Macbeth.
This self-contradiction and apparent confusion does not ex-
ist in the fine criticism of William Maginn, who writes just a
few years later. He entirely humanizes her when he says she is
"human in heart and impulse - is not meant to be an embodiment
of the Furies"; "She does nothing in the play to deserve the
title""'- (i.e. of "fiend"). Despite her words that she would
kill her own infant if necessary, she is not really unnatural
or destitute or womanly feelings - for this and similar speeches
are "exaggerated in mere bravado" to spur on her husband's
falling purpose. Here Maginn, as we shall again see in later
chapters, shows true insight into the character of Lady Macbeth.
He sees that she is above all a human being possessed of
womanly qualities.
One year later Thomas Gourtenay writes that Shakespeare
"did not mean to paint a vision entirely unsexed; even in
passages the most revolt ingly criminal and cruel, there are
indications of womanly feeling." 2
Thus by the middle of the nineteenth century it seems to be
firmly established and generally understood that Lady Macbeth
is a woman and not a fiendish savage atrocity. The increasing
liberalism of the Romantic movement and its interest in the
1. William Maginn; Shakespeare Papers ( Io3t0 p. I06
2. Thomas Courtenay; Commentarie s on the Historical Flays
of Shakespeare (1550) Vol. II p. 207
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individual has borne fruit in the clearer and fuller understand-
ing of Lady Macbeth - the strict rational and moral criticism
of the eighteenth century is now a thing of the past. The
womanly qualities and femininity of Lady Macbeth are now accept-
ed as a matter of course, and the criticism changes. Her
cruelty, her love for Macbeth, her mental instability - such
topics may be discussed, but always in relation to her as a
woman, not as a savage fiend. In fact, as we shall see later,
it is the belief of many critics that it is her womanly and
feminine qualities that cause her death.
Years pass by, while her will power, her ambition, her
death, or her mental condition i% discussed. And in this
interim we get another picture of the physical appearance of
the Lady by Dr. John Eucknill, a physician. He pictures Lady
Macbeth as far from the common conception of her as a woman of
large and coarse development, a Scandinavian Amazon with hard
muscles and fists - as she had several times been painted. He
agrees with Mrs. Siddons, for he says that she is a "lady
beautiful and delicate .. .probably she was small" (because
,
he
says
y
her hand was "small"), a "tawny or brown blonde". 1 This
description will meet with criticism in the next century,
however, at the hands of Professor Bradley.
In 1866*, Henry G-iles continues the fashion or thought of his
1. John Eucknill; The Mad Folk of Shakespeare ( To6( ) p. 45

century as he writes that "-^ady Macbeth stands before us dives-
ted of womanly tenderness .. .yet something of the woman, which
she herself does not suspect, sleeps within her breast ... though
she unsexed herself for the crime, unsexed she could not remain
...by her unfailing devotion to her husband she is held within
the limits of her sex" ,^
Likewise in 187 1 Henry T. Hall writes that although Lady
Macbeth is bold, strong j subtle, ambitious, treacherous, yet she
is "so far womanly that she is full of love for her irresolute
lord", and it is this womanly attribute that keeps her from
being "placed beyond the pale of humanity" . He too is typical
of his century's attitude toward Lady Macbeth.
But this conception of the Lady does not go unchallenged,
even though the challenger is far too moral, historical, and
prudish. A. S. G-. Canning calls Lady Macbeth a "base shameless
character whose ambition is selfish and worldly", ^ and if not
for "Shakespeare's noble language" she would excite only horror
and disgust by her callousness of spirit. But Canning is not
a critic we set much stock by, and his pronouncements on Lady
Macbeth should not disturb us.
The important critics continue to discuss her as a woman,
1. Henry (riles; Human Ll fe in Shakespeare (lb68) p. 153
2. Henry T. Hall; Shakespearean Fly Leaves and Jottings
Tl871)'p. 153
3. A. 3. G-. Canning; Thoughts on Shakespeare' s Historical Plays
( 1884) p. 183

16.
though they may now and then discuss the effects of her arabitior
and deeds on her womanly nature, as Hiram Corson does when he
says that when Lady Macbeth in her wifely devotion to her hus-
band determines to keep him to the realization of his ambition,
she is "fully aware that she must do fatal violence to her
womanly nature" and she proceeds to lose "her own individuality
in that of her husband".^ However, Corson insists that this
"womanly nature" exists, for it is reflected in the sleep-
walking scene.
Indeed, the last one hundred years had seen such a complete
turnabout in the criticism of Lady Macbeth that Frederick Boas
can say in 1G96, "it is no longer needful" to point out "that
Lady Macbeth is not a Northern Fury, a virago of abnormal de-
pravity and forbidding aspect". She is not a tigress like
Regan "but a woman with the instincts of womanhood which she
cannot crush without a deliberate effort of will" . "Perhaps
indeed the pendulum has swung too far the other way and some
recent estimates of her character have been too sympathetic"
.
But Boas is here referring to "recent estimates" of her
ambition, her love for her husband, her remorse, and it is in
these criticisms that he is calling for a via media. In pic-
turing Lady Macbeth as feminine and womanly, there can be no
"too sympathetic" view, She is absolutely womanly and femin-
1. Hiram Corson; An Introduction to the Study of Shakes oeare
TT889) p. 246
2. Frederick Boas; Shakespeare and his Predecessors (1896)
p. 415

ine, no matter how much her ambition and will power distort
these characteristics.
The twentieth century critics continue with this reasonable
and sympathetic evaluation of Lady Macbeth, admitting her faults
but never forgetting that they are the faults of a woman, not of
a fiend.
The great Shakespearean scholar and critic, Professor A. G.
Bradley, refuses to call Lady Macbeth "a whole-hearted fiend"
even though in the earlier scenes of the play she seems inhuman.
"Yet if the Lady Macbeth of these scenes were really utterly
inhuman or a fiend- like queen... the .Lady Macbeth of the sleep-
walking scene would be an impossibility. The one woman could
never become the other. And in fact, if we look below the sur-
face, there is evidence enough in the earlier scenes of prep-
aration for the later".-1- However, he does "not mean that Lady
Macbeth was naturally humane", but in the opening scenes we must
remember "that she is deliberately bent on counteracting the
human-kindness of her husband", and in these scenes "the traces
of feminine weakness and human feeling, which account for her
later failure, are not absent"
Professor Bradley also takes issue with Dr. Bucknill and
Mrs. Siddons as to the physical appearance of the Lady, saying
that they draw inferences that Shakespeare never intended, by
1. A. G. Bradley; Shake s pearean Tragedy (1904) p. 368
2. Ibid p. 369

calling her small, fair, and blue syed. That she fainted after
committing a murder does not necessarily mean she was fragile,
and that she was a Gelt and therefore fair is a bold inference.
That her hand is called " little" does not of necessity mean
anything. "The reader is at liberty to imagine Lady Macbeth'
s
person the way that pleases him the best".^ This criticism
is symbolic of the new critical attitude: scientific, just,
drawing no unwarranted conclusions. The new psychological
analysis, sympathetic and understanding, is far from the illib-
eral and narrow-minded criticism of the eighteenth century.
Several years later, it is true, we find Frank Karris de-
parting from this attitude and saying that "Eady Macbeth is
not one of Shakespeare's happier creations. It is impossible
to make a woman credible to us by lending her a man's resolution
and courage"
.
2 But we do not include Karris with the better
Shakespearean critics, and cannot regard this as too important
an objection to the general fashion in the estimate of Lady
Macbeth.
And in fact, in the same year, Henry N . Hudson, one of the
great editors of Shakespeare says, "Lady Macbeth is indeed a
great bad woman whom we fear and pity; but neither so great nor
bad, I am apt to think, as is commonly supposed",-* for the
1. ' Ibid p. 379
2. Frank Karris; The //omen of Shakes oeare (1912) p. 180
3. Henry N . Hudson; Shakespeare, His Life, Art, and Characters
119 12)' Vol II p.

ferocity she shows in the early scenes is not native to her
breast; it is assumed, and " though in her intense overheat of
expectant passion, it is temporarily fused into her character,
it is disengaged and thrown off as soon as that heat passes
away".-'- Hudson gives voice to the intermediate view of Lady
Macbeth when he says ," Two characters .. .may easily be made out
of Lady Macbeth, according as we lay the chief stress on what
she says or what she does. For surely, no one can fail to
remark that the anticipation raised by her earlier speeches is
by no means sustained in her subsequent acts"
The critics are now acutely conscious of this two-sidedness
of Lady Macbeth' s character, that she may appear on the surface
to be lacking in human and womanly qualities, but beneath the
surface she is indeed a woman with womanly feelings and attri-
butes. And they try to maintain a position between the two
extremes
.
But Miss Agnes Mackenzie is not quite content with this via
media. She calls Lady Macbeth the greatest of all Shakespeare's
studies of women and "the most commonly and disastrously mis-
comprehended"
Allardyce Nicoll, however, continues the more moderate view
1. Ibid Vol. II, p. 34-1
2. Ibid Vol. II, p. 34-2
3. Agnes Mackenzie; The Women in Shakespeare ' s Plays
TT922rrpT 315

with the statement that at the end of the play, "we are left
with the impression not of a fiend-woman, but of a woman in
whom will conquered certain softer parts in her nature, a
nature, however, which was to reassert itself when the will had
been broken". ^ She "is by no means a devil incarnate. She has
to assume certainly an air of unconquerable resolution in order
to compel Macbeth to commit the murder, but she has many human
feelings and emotions". 2
An interesting, and totally different view of Lady Macbeth
that comes about this time is by H. Somerville, a psychologist,
who treats Shakespearean characters as if they were his patients
He does not call Lady Macbeth a fiend, nor a great woman, nor
a woman ruined by ambition, but rather "the solution to the
problem is that Lady Macbeth had been becoming insane for some
time"^ and that this madness had set in in the early scenes.
That is one easy way of settling a problem.
To compare a twentieth century actress's views of Lady
Lew*
Macbeth with Mrs. Siddons 1
,
we seeA Ashwell saying that Lady
Macbeth "is no heroine, but a living woman, capable of stirring
the deepest feelings in any audience"
1. Allardyce Nicoll; Studies in Shakespeare (1928) p. 134
2. Ibid p. 130
3. Henry Somerville; Madness in Shakespearean Tragedy (1929)
p. 156
4. Lena Ashwell; Reflections From Shakespeare (1932) p. 144

She also quotes a letter from Ellen Terry In which the famous
actress says, "I by no means make her CLady Macbeth) a gentle
lovable woman as some of 'em say. That's all pickles. She
was nothing of the sort, although she was not a fiend". 1
Here we have seen, beginning slowly at first, but with in-
creasing force after the middle of the nineteenth century, a
liberal, just, imaginative, sympathetic picture of Lady Macbeth.
That she was essentially a woman and as feminine as any other
woman, we cannot today deny. Eut it took a long time for this
idea to become accepted. The early critics, G-ildon, Johnson,
Steevens , treated her as a monstrosity, a savage detestable
fiend. With the early Romantics, Coleridge and Kazlitt, the
modern view oegins , for they begin to treat her as a woman. Mrs.
Jameson is the first one, however, to make a bold defense of her
as a woman, with all a woman 1 s qualities and attributes. By
the time of Maginn, 3-iles, and Hall, this view is so strength-
ened as to become commonly accepted. With Boas, Bradley and
the other twentieth century critics, we find no argument against
this point of view, nor should there be. They realize and
understand that Lady Macbeth is a human being, not an incarna-
tion of the Devil.
Much more of the womanly characteristics of Laay Macbeth
might here have been discussed if we were lo speak of the
1. Ibid p. 136
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critics' interpretation of her love for her husband and her
death - but they will be reserved for the chapters in which
these topics are discussed.
CHAPTER II
"THY CROWN DOES SEAR MY. EYEBALLS"
Since Macbeth is usually thought of as the play of ambition,
and since ambition is the word usually associated with Lord and
Lady Macbeth, let us therefore now consider the ambition of
Lady Macbeth.
Here, too, we notice a change in the criticism, from the
eithteenth century to the present, a broadening of viewpoint,
an increasing liberalism in the interpretation and understanding
of Lady Macbeth' s ambition. We begin with a narrow-minded,
illiberal critical attitude in the eighteenth century, when Mrs.
Charlotte Lennox writes and accepts the position of the
"Scotorura Historiae" of Hector Boetius (152?) in that "the wife
of Macbeth inspired him with ambition to the utmost of her
power; she was ardently desirous of the royal title, and was
wicked and bold enough to undertake any Enterprise, and was
impetuous in the Prosecution of it". 1 This seems to be the
accepted viewpoint of her century, that the wife, because of
1. C. Lennox; Shakespeare Illustrated (1753), p« 279
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her great and unrestrained ambition, incited the husband to all
of his crimes. Not till the next century do we get a more
lenient, more imaginative - and more truthful - interpretation
of the ambition of Lady Macbeth.
G-eorgc Steevens runs true to his century's form when he says
of Lady Macbeth, "the softer passions are more obliterated in
her than in her husband in proportion as her ambition is
greater" . 1
Mrs . Siddons has a similar conception of Lady Macbeth, as a
person in whom "the passion of ambition has obliterated all the
characteristics of human nature"; 2 indeea, it is her ambition
that has made her savage
.
There we have the eighteenth century view of Lady Macbeth,
the personification of ambition, fiend- like, inciting her
husband to the blackest of crimes to satisfy her ambition. This
is hardly a true and just estimate of the Lady, out in the next
century the pendulum swings the other way, not at first perhaps,
but most certainly by the middle of the century.
Not all the early Romantics, it is true, differ from the
neo-classicis ts in their criticism of the Lady's amoition, but
later in the century we see a more imaginative, more just, a
more noble and generous esuimate as we get further and further
1. 3-. Steevens: The Plays of Vfilliam Shakes-oeare (1773)
Vol. IV p.~?2£
2. Thomas Campbell: The Life of Mrs . Siddons (1834)
p. 123 (New York Edition)
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from the strict eighteenth century classical viewpoint and
nearer to our modern scientific point of view.
As noted above, some of the early Romantics entertained no
new or different conceptions of the ambition of Lady Macbeth.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, whom we might expect to be different,
is of a like mind with his eighteenth century predecessors.
Lady Macbeth, he says, hai fed herself "with daydreams of
ambition", her courage is only the mock fortitude of a mind
"deluded by ambition" . 1
Charles Lamb paints a similar picture in his Tales Prom
Shakespeare
,
as he writes that Lady Macbeth was a "bad
ambitious woman, and so as her husband and herself could arrive
at greatness, she cared not much by what means. "^
With William ^azlitt, however, in 1817, the pendulum begins
to move, ever so slightly, in the opposite direction, in the
discussion of Lady Macbeth' s ambition. True, he does say that
i-ady Macbeth' s "fault seems to have been an excess of that
strong principle of self interest and family aggrandisement,
not amenable to the common feelings of compassion and justice,
which is so marked a feature in barbarous nations and times" .5
1. Thomas Raysor; Coleridge's Shakespearean Criticism (1930)
Vol. I p. 272
2. Charles and Mary Lamb; Tales From Shakespeare (1812)
p. 144
3. Wm. Hazlitt; Characters of Shakespeare's Flays (1817)
p. 16

And further, he does say that her soliloquy balling on the
spirits to unsex her shows her "deliberate sacrifice of all
other considerations"-*- to gain power. Thus, on the surface,
he seems to have the conventional, eighteenth century view of
her ambition; but when he says that she is conscious of her
husband's instability of purpose and that "her presence is
necessary to goad him on to the consummation of his promised
greatness", wc see an implication of something which will be
much more fully stated by later critics, that her ambition was
for her husband not for herself.
Mrs. Jameson, who has already given us such a noble defense
of Lady I-lacbeth, puts this implication of Hazlitt's into words
as she. states that the Lady's ambition is all for her husband.
That the Lady was ambitious, she readily admits: "In the mind
of Lady Macbeth, ambition is represented as the ruling motive,
an intense overmastering passion, which is gratified at the
expense of every just and generous principle, and every feminine
feeling. In the pursuit of her object, she is cruel, treacher-
ous , and daring .r This she admits, but she goes on to say
that "it is particularly observable that in Lady Macbeth'
s
concentrated, strong-nerved ambition, the ruling passion of her
mind, there is yet a touch of womanhood: she is ambitious less
1. Ibid p. 15
2. Anna Jameson; Shakes -oeare ' s Heroines (lo32) p. 323
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for herself than for her husband." 1 There is no selfishness
in her ambition, for "the strength of her affections add strengt
to her ambition". Thus, Lady Macbeth, with all her ambition, is
ambitious not for herself but for her husband. Here at last we
are beginning to arrive at a more liberal and more truthful
picture of -^ady Macbeth. Mrs. Jameson is beginning to approach
the true representation of Lady Macbeth, to which Maginn and
Moulton come ever nearer. Mrs. Jameson, says further, "llor is
there anything vulgar in her ambition; as the strength of her
affections lends to it something profound and concentrated, so
her splendid imagination invests the object of her desire with
its own radiance" J* This is not the Lady Macbeth who is
"merely detested" or "too monstrous for the stage", but is a
decided approach to the Lady Macbeth of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries . Mrs . Jameson' s understanding
of the causes of Lady Macbeth' s ambition paves the way for this
later criticism.
Mrs. Jameson is almost immediately contradicted by Thomas
Campbell, however, who says of Lady Macbeth that "all the
springs of her conduct" have been concentrated "into the one
determined feeling of ambition"; but he does make the con-
cession that by this concentration and "by the entire absence
1. Ibid p. 327
2. Ibid p. 328
1

of potty vico and personal virulence" Shakespeare has given her
character a statue- like simplicity which, though cold, is
spirit stirring. . .and imposing". He says that Lady Macbeth
has "only one ruling passion... a crown", but concedes that this
ambition "has at least a high lofty object","1" for the crown was
then a miniature symbol of divinity. Campbell seems to be
afraid to travel further down the pathway which Mrs. Jameson
opened; he skirts around its entrance, but makes no advance.
Our next critic has no such compunctions. With William
Maginn in 1639, the pendulum swings completely to the other
extreme, and though his is perhaps an extreme view, it is the
more correct one. For although on the surface vile ambition
is Lady ^acbeth's ruling motive, we must look behind it, as
Maginn does, and see what is really there. It is Maginn'
s
opinion that love for her husoand is Lady Macbeth' s guiding
passion. She sees that he covets the throne - that his
happiness is wrapped up in being king - and her part is taken
accordingly without hesitation. With the blindness of affec-
tion, she persuades herself that he is too noble to employ
false and unholy ways of attaining the object of his desire.
She deems it therefore her duty to spirit him to the task.
Fate and the supernatural have destined him to be king - and
she will aid, even though her sex, her very nature oppose her.
1. Thomas Campbell; The Life of Mrs . Siddons (1834-)
Vol I p. 55-46 (London Edition)
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Macbeth has murder in his mind even before he writes to his wife
,
and "she, the wife of his bosom, knows the direction of his
thoughts ; and bound to him in love , exerts every energy , and
sacrifices every feeling, to minister to his hopes and aspira-
tions. This is her sin and no more".-'- Her only sin is her too
great love for her husband; "it is for him she thinks - for him
she is unsexed - for his ambition she works"
.
Here is an entirely different view of Lady Macbeth^ here is
a woman, the wife of a very ambitious man, who, because of her
great love for him, does everything within her power to help
him attain his hopes and aspirations, unholy as they are, not
because she attains to them, but because he does . This is an
extreme view, but it is much nearer the truth than the conception
of a woman selfishly ambitious. For Lady Macbeth is much more
than that; she is a woman with a woman's love for her husband -
and this Maglnn has had the vision and insight to see. He
clearly sees she is a woman who knows what her husband wants
and is determined to aid her mate no matter what she must sacri-
fice. Such women are no strangers - though they may be rare -
to our civilization today; we shouldn't call them selfish
savages - nor does Kaginn.
But Magimn does not go without opposition, although the
opposition, however, is much wanting in merit. Thomas Courtenay
1. William Maginn; Shakes ceare papers (1833) p. 205
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does exactly what the good critic should not do - he looks not
in the play of Shakespeare but in the historical sources for
his evaluation of Lady Macbeth. Of the idea that her ambition
was for her husband rather than for herself, he writes, "I find
nothing in Shakespeare's play either to establish or negative it
...his authority, we have seen, ascribes to her an insatiable
ambition for herself". This remark need.s no comment, its
fallacy is obvious . Since when does Shakespeare give his
dramatis personae the same characteristics his sources do?
Cur next critic, too, reverts to the eighteenth century
criticism, but Dr. Bucknill is a physician and not a literary
critic. He believes that ambition and desire of power are to
fcdy Macbeth "the all sufficient motives of the terrible deed
which she plotted": her soul is absorbed by and her devilish
deeds instigated by ambition, she is "the terrible remorseless
personification of passionate ambition" $ This would indeed be
a decided backward motion of our pendulum, but when we read that
the idea of murder came to husband and wife separately "without
suggestion from each to the other" and that the line "that made
you break this enterprise to me" is a "flaw in the plot" /*" we
see that we can discount his criticism.
1. Thomas Courtenay; Commentaries on the Historical Plays of
Shakespeare (1840) Vol. II p. 189
2. John Bucknill; The Had Folk of Shakespeare ( 1867 ) p. 15
3. Ibid p. 35
4. Ibid p. 35

With Charles C. Clarke, we have a concern not so much with
the question of the selfishness of Lady Macbeth' s ambition, as
a description of it. He contrasts her ambition to that of her
husband. Macbeth' fl is "essentially the ambition of opportunity"
(i.e. the tempting occasion of the king's visit); he is irreso-
lute, he "perpetually seeks support and confirmation, he lacks
complete self-reliance". But none of this is true, says
Clark, of the wife. Her ambition needs no spur or encouragement,
"it is with her an ever-present, a paramount consideration. It
suffices to absorb and obliterate all other feelings. It en-
ables her to control her imagination and to keep it ever fixed
upon the one aim she has in view. It inspires her with courage
to face and despise all contingent obstacles, and with firmness
to supply that which she instinctively knows is deficient in
her husband's nature. It has no hesitation, no vacillation
like his; it yields to no compunctious visitings of conscience..
..the object of her ambition must be obtained - come how it may.
Means are nothing to her - the end is everything. The means
are merged in the end. It becomes to her a necessity, to which
all other circumstances must give way. She neither sees nor
will hear or any let or hindrance to the accomplishment of her
purpose"
.
2
1. Charles C. Clarke; Shakespeare Characters
,
Chiefly Those
Subordinate ( lo63 ) , pT 5
2. Ibid p. b
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Clarke makes no attempt to classify this as a selfish or
an unselfish ambition. However, though not explicitly stated,
the latter interpretation is implied in this analysis of Lauy
Macoeth 1 s ambition.
Henry T. Hall holds a much more middle-of-the-road view,
away from the extremity of Maglnn or of Eucknill. He claims
that the idea of murder was firmly set in Macbeth' s mind, but
"there is much moral cowardice in the nature of Macbeth","'- he
lacks confidence and needs support. "He could not have walked
alone in his path of crime, from this want of self-sustaining
power" . "This phase of his character is thoroughly known and
understood by his wife, who through the love she feels for him
united with her own ambition, directs and supports him in his
varied acts". "Lady Macbeth is a strong, bold, courageous,
and ambitious woman, full of lofty daring, reckless as to con-
sequences .. .yet so far womanly that she is full of love for her
irresolute lord"
.
2 It is this love that is combined with her
own ambition, over which "she suffers naught else to prevail".
All her other passions and feelings are absorbed in the devel-
opment of her ambition.
Hall misses the point by making her "love for her irreso-
lute lord" equal to and a compensation for her own ambition.
1. Henry T. Hall; Shaksperean Fly Leaves and Jottings
(1571; p. 14-6
2. Ibid p. 153
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He later says that her soliloquy in Act I, Scene V "shows her
complete knowledge of his nature" 1 and that she knows she must
be the incentive to arouse him to the deed which he knows must
be done but fears to do. This is nearer the truth. Because of
her love for her lord she is ambitious, ambitious for him;
because he is irresolute she is strong, bold, and courageous.
She must be because he isn't. This Kail has missed.
With Canning, the pendulum swings back to the earliest views
of Lady Macbeth. She is a bold ambitious woman, "more relent-
less as well as more ambitious than her husband" . He strikes
back at Maginn and Mrs . Jameson by saying even her love for her
husband is selfish, for "she knows her fortunes are now linked
with his, ana that with his increasing power, her own will rise
proportionately" .3 She "never evinces an unselfish feeling,
never utters a noble sentiment, and seems never inspired by a
single generous motive".^ She has no object whatsoever beyond
her ambition and its attendant worldly pleasures.
1. Ibid p. 154
2. A. S. Canning; Thoughts on Shakespeare's Historical Plays
(1834) p. 180
3. Ibid p. 182
4. Ibid p. 185

This is indeed an extreme vacillation from the view held by
Maginn and even from that of Kali. But Richard Moulton brings
us back once more to the romantic conception of Lady Macbeth.
Moulton is mainly concerned with the comparison between Lady
Macbeth and her lord as an illustration of the "antithesis
between the outer and inner life",-*- but he does have words to
say about the Lady's ambition. Throughout the play, he says,
there is never a trace of self-seeking in Lady Macbeth, she is
never found meditating upon what she is to gain by the crown;
"wife- like she has no sphere but the career of her husband",^
and because Macbeth made the original choice of evil for them
both, she must not allow him to falter. It is his "utter
powerlessness of self-control" rather than her ambition that
makes her so stern and cruel. This is more in the direction of
the extreme romantic views of Maginn, but it is far more pref-
erable than the criticism of Canning.
Hiram Corson is another adherent to this romantic point of
view. He believes that we must go to the play itself, not the
sources, for the true interpretation of Shakespeare's charac-
ters - a very true statement. "Macbeth' s regicldal intent was
entirely independent of any suggestions from his wife... Lady
Macbeth' s ambition is wholly sympathetic. It is not with her
1. R. Moulton; Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist
(1885)" p. 147
2. Ibid p. 156

an independent passion at all" . "The part played by Lady
Macbeth was in the service of a wifely sympathy with her hus-
band's overmastering desire for sovereignty and not for inde-
pendent ambition; a desire, with which, so far as the evidence
in the play goes, she had nothing originally to do". "She sets
about, in her wifely devotion, to help him to its realization,
although she is fully aware that she must do fatal violence to
her womanly nature" . "No expression falls from her lips that
indicates it (ambition} as her independent passion, or hints
that it was from her original suggestion that it was excited
in her husband".-'- Her ambition is the expression of her love.
"efore we turn to the twentieth century critics, let us
note the progress in the criticism of Lady Macbeth' s ambition
since the eighteenth century. No longer do we find, as a rule,
shallow and unimaginative, illiberal and bigoted criticism; but
we see the critics going far beneath the surface of Lady Macbeth
more closely examining what she says and reasoning out Why she
says it, v/e find them using their imagination and their know-
ledge of human nature, and coming forth with new - and truer -
conceptions of the character of Lady Macbeth. V/e see that her
ambition is far from the selfish greed that was the eighteenth
century's conception; but rather it is an unselfish sentiment,
based on her love for her husband - it is for him she is am-
1. Hiram Gorson; An Introduction to the Study of Shakespeare
XlQW) p. 246-248

bitious . Some critics have even gone so far as to say that he
is her whole life, her only existence - but surely even this
extreme view is to be preferred to the limited one of the
eighteenth century
.
In this century we fina Professor A. 0. Eradley with a
reasonable, moderate, middle-of-the road viewpoint, saying that
Lady Macbeth and her husband "are fired by one and the same
passion of ambition. . .they have no separate ambitions". Lady
Macbeth loves her husband and considers him "a great man for
whom the throne is the proper place" . To Lady Macbeth, there
was no distinction between her husband and herself, and her
ambition was for him. "The assertion that Lady Macbeth sought
a crown for herself, apart from her husband, is absolutely
unjustified by anything in the play. It is based on a sentence
of Holinshed's which Shakespeare did not use 1."-^-
Eradley, though he leans in their direction, does not hold
to the extremely romantic view of Maginn or Moulton, but has the
more reasonable view that because of Lady Macbeth 1 s feeling for
her husband, her closeness to him, there is no distinction as
to whom the ambition is for; it is for both of them, in her mind
they are both one. This is the true estimate of her ambition;
her ambition is beyond the shadow of a doubt not selfish, and
she did not completely bury herself in a fierce ambition for her
1. A. G. Bradley; Shakespearean Tragedy (1904)
p. 350

husband; she was ambitious for Macbeth, but he and she were one
person in her mind. The difference between this view and
Moulton' s is not great, but it does exist.
A. Stopford Brooke varies his estimate, however, and suffers
from the same error as Hall. He claims that Laay Macbeth was
"a woman who became bad by a Ion-; cherishing of ambition for
the crown. This desire was made much stronger by that which
was good in her - by her love for her husband". 1 He makes her
own ambition equal to her love for her husband but apart and
separate from it, not identical with her ambition for her hus-
band, as Bradley does.
Miss Mackenzie is an adherent of the romantic theory that
"her husband is her whole universe", "she can see nobody in the
world but him" . "She is ambitious - it is the passion of her
life: but the ambition bas not a trace of self in it. It is
for her man. She bends her whole being to the task of helping
him to achieve the fullest, highest po3sibilities of his
nature: that he should do so is the very point and purpose of
her life".^ Miss Mackenzie also points out that not a single
line, phrase, or word in the play states or suggests that Lady
Macbeth had a desire to wear the crown; this appears in
Kolinshed, but not in Shakespeare.
1. A . Stopford Brooke; On Ten Plays of Shake s'oeare
TT905T p. 205
2. Agnes Mackenzie; The Women in Shakespeare ' s Plays
(19237 p. JIB
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However, Somerville, the psychologist, implies that her
ambition is for herself and not for her husband;-'- and John
Bailey too claims her ambition is a selfish one.*
An interesting but not very credible view is held by George
Knight, woo writes that "to Interpret the figure of Lady Macbeth
in terms of 'ambition' and 'will"1 is indeed a futile commentary 1
,
1
"she is a woman possessed - possessed of an evil passion" the
scope and sweep of which "is a thing tremendous, irresistible,
ultimate", it "masters her, mind and soul" .3 Very interesting,
but hardly accurate.
Here again we see a swing of the pendulum from the views
held by Steevens, Mrs. Siddons, and even the Romantic Lamb to
those of Maginn, Moulton, Bradley, and Mackenzie. The dispute
over the extent of the selfishness of Lady Macbeth' s ambition
is not yet settled - and probably never will be; but the
majority of the better recent critics have declared that her
ambition was for her husband rather than for herself. This
seems to me to be the correct view, but we have seen that it
took much time and effort to reach this point of view. The
eighteenth century critics and even the Romantic Charles Lamb
1. Henry Somerville; Madness in Shakespearean Tragedy
(1929) p. 144
2. John Bailey; Shakes-eare (1929) p. 184
3. George Knight; The Wheel of Fire (1930) p. 167

hold that Lady Macbeth Is selfishly ambitious, but with Hazlitt
the pendulum begins its swing as he implies that her ambition
is due to her love for her husband. With Mrs. Jameson the
pendulum is moved further along in this direction, and it
reaches its other extreme with Magirm. From now on the movement
of the pendulum is an oscillating one, as Maginn 1 s theory is
attacked by men like Gourtenay, Bucknill, Canning, but supported
by far more substantial critics like Moulton, Corson, Mackenzie.
Hall and Erooke try to take a moderate middle-of-the-road point
of view, but are unsuccessful in this attempt. Bradley makes
the same effort and he meets with success as he makes Lady
Macbeth' s ambition for herself and for her husband one and the
same. He truly says that she considers her husband and herself
as one person, and her ambit ipn is for them both. Of all the
critics, he has the truest conception of Lady Macbeth' s ambition

CHAPTER III
"SUCH I ACCOUNT THY LOVE"
Through the course of Shakespearean criticism, we find com-
paratively few critics discussing Lady Macbeth' s love for her
husband. Evidently love is an emotion they do not associate
with the woman. Ambition and madness, yes, but not love. This
side of her character is important, however, for it is her deep
and undying love for her lord that instigates her to the deeds
that gave her the name "fiend- like queen"
.
The estimate of La.dy Macbeth' s love for her lord follows
much the same pattern or pendulum swing that we have already
witnessed in the preceeding chapters . The early critics cannot
find it at all conceivable that the Lady could love her husband,
they considered the fiend- like creature incapable of love. She
drives her husband on, as a slave, to fulfill her own selfish
desires
.
George Steevens puts this sentiment into words when he
writes that Lady Macbeth' s greeting to her husband in Act I,
Scene V does not show any joy at his return or any love for him,
and, stronger still, "nor does any sentiment expressive of love
or softness fall from her throughout the play".-1-
Mrs . Siddons likewise shows the eighteenth century fashion
1. George Steevens; The 1 lays of William Shakespeare (1773)
Vol. IV, p. 425
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of thought. Romantic as she is in her conception or the captiva
ting loveliness of Lady Macbe Lh 1 s physical appearance, and
though she believes Macbeth to be utterly fascinated by and
infatuated with his wife, yet she states that Lady Macbeth
"never betrays one symptom of affection" ^ towards him.
Nor does the eighteenth century, neo-classical unimaginative
criticism show any change with the Romantics, Coleridge, Lamb,
or Hazlitt. Coleridge definitely states of her actions in Act I
Scene V that she shows "no womanly, no wifely joy at the return
of her husband" . Lamb and Hazlitt never even mention the idea
of love, the very possibility of it never even enters their
minds; in fact, in Lamb'
s
(
' Tale of Macbeth 'it is obvious that
the idea of any womanly love for her husband. on the part of Lady
Macoeth is ridiculously false, her relationship toward him is
definitely not one of love.
But again with Mrs. Jameson, that first great and ardent
defender of Lady Macbeth, we begin to see a clearer understand-
ing of Lady Macbeth' s relation to her husband. She is ambitious
for her husband because she bears him a true and deep love; she
loves him as every wife should love her husband - and indeed
more. Because of her love for him she covets the crown for him.
"The strength of her affections adds strength to ambition" .3
1. Thomas Campbell; The Life of Mrs . Siddons (1834) p. 129
( New York EditionT"
2. Thomas Raysor; Coleridge' s Shakespearean Criticism (1930)
Vol. II p. ?2
3. Anna Jameson; Shakes reare' s Heroines (1632) p. 327

She may at times, as she urges him on to the murder of Duncan,
unconsciously reveal her own mental superiority, but she never
shows the "want of wifely and womanly respect and love for
him",^ even when most exasperated by his vacillation. It is
her great love for her husband that helps support her after the
murder
.
Here at last is the realization that Lady Macbeth loved her
husband. Mrs. Jameson again shows us that it needs a woman to
fully understand another woman. But her criticism is almost
immediately attacked, in this respect as in every other respect,
by Thomas Campbell, who levels his fire directly at her ideas.
He takes the attitude that Lady Macbeth' s conduct towards her
husband is due to policy, its object is their common preserva-
tion, she has no tenderness or sensibility toward him.^
With William Maginn, however, in the consideration of her
love as in everything else, the pendulum swings completely away
from such critics as Campbell and Steevens toward an extremely
romantic point of view. According to Magihn, love for her hus-
band is Lady Macbeth' s guiding passion. Her love for him is
the root and cause of her ambition and all her evil deeds. It
is her blindness of affection that makes her believe in his
"milk of human-kindness" and causes her, therefore, to judge it
her duty to spirit him to the task. Though her very nature
1. Ibid p. 328
2. Thomas Campbell; The Life of Mrs. Siddons (1834) Vol. I.
p. 49-50 (London Edition)

opposes this self-prescribed task, her love for him makes her
succeed in mustering up the courage to do the deed. She,
"bound to him in love, exerts every energy and sacrifices every
feeling, to minister to his hopes and aspirations" . ^ It is for
her husband, whom she loves so very much, that she is unsexed.
Indeed, she is "another instance of what woman will be brought
to by a love which listens to no considerations, which dis-
regards all else besides, when the interests, the happiness,
the honor, or even the passions, caprices, and failings of the
beloved object are concerned
This is indeed an extremely romantic view, emphasizing her
love a bit too much, but we can find far more sympathy with this
viewpoint than with that of the eighteenth century or that of
Dr. Bucknill, who, although he writes twenty years later, swings
the pendulum back one hundred years
.
To Dr. Bucknill, the man of science, it is not love but
rather ambition and desire of power that are Lady Macbeth'
s
motives - sole motives. As for love, she uses his love for her
as a goad, to drive him on - she feels no love for him.
5
Surely this estimate of Lady Macbeth is not as agreeable to
us as even the overly romantic one of Maginn. Lady Macbeth cer-
1. William Maginn; Shakespeare Papers (183^) p. 194-
2. Ibid p. 208
3. John Bucknill; The Mad Folk of Shakespeare (1867)
p~r~46"
'

tainly bore love for her husband, that we must believe even if
we cannot go as far as Maginn.
Ten years later, Henry Giles, in 1368, comes back to an
intermediate view, when he admits Lady Macbeth' s faults, but
claims that "by her unfailing devotion to her husband she is
held within the circle of her sex."^
This moderate point of view is continued by Henry T. Hall
by combining Lady Macbeth' s own ambition with her love for her
husband as causes for her evil deeds. She is ambitious, but
"she is full of love for her irresolute lord"; 2 and it is the
combination of these qualities that drive her on. Her love for
her husband is great, it is one of the "two redeeming points in
the character of Lady Macbeth*. Hall is trying to be just and
impartial, favoring neither extreme; but in so doing he makes
his mistake by failing to see that it is Lady Macbeth' s love
for her husband that makes her ambitious, her love for him far
exceeds any ambition of her own.
From A. S. Gr. Canning, as we might expect from his other
comments, we get a less liberal, less imaginative evaluation of
Lady Macbeth' s love. "Her love for Macbeth, upon which so much
stress has been laid, seems when considered in reference to her
worldly position and interests, worthy of little, if any, com-
1. Henry G-iles; Human Life in Shakespeare (i860) p. 153
2. Henry T. Hall; Shaksperean Fly Leaves and Jottings
(lbTl) 153
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mendation. She knows her fortunes are now linked with his and
that with his increasing power, her own will rise proportion-
ately" .1 It is this, her worldly interests, rather than any
true love, that brings out what little evidence of affection
she shows
.
The criticism of Hiram Corson does not show this lack of
sympathy and understanding. He asserts that it is Lady
Macbeth' s devotion to her husband that causes her to help him
in his evil designs. Because of her love for him, because of
"the necessity to occupy the nearest place in his interest and
heart", she participates in his ambitions. She loves him to
such an extent that "she has lost her own individuality in that
of her husband"
.
2 Corson sees what Hall does not, yet he does
not use the strong terms of Maginn; therefore, his, along with
Mrs. Jameson' s ,15 the most acceptable estimate of Lady Macbeth'
s
love for her husband. Truly there is a difference between this
view and that popular in the eighteenth century, and just as
truly, this is the more acceptable, the more just view.
Coining into the twentieth century, Professor Bradley is less
strong and more moderate in his assertions of the Lady's love.
He states that Lady Macbeth is "up to her light, a perfect
wife. She gives her husband the best she has, and the fact
that she never uses to him the terms of affection which... he
1. A.S.G-. Canning; Thoughts on Shakespeare's Historical Plays
(•188* J p. 182
2. Hiram Corson; An Introduction to the Study of Shakespeare
(1839) p. 247

employs to her, Is certainly no indication of want of love...
the harshness of her taunts is free from mere personal feeling
...she despises what she thinks is weakness . . .but she does not
despise him. She evidently admires him and thinks him a great
man".l Again we see that his is the reasonable, moderate,
scientific estimate. He leaps to no unwarranted conclusions,
goes to no extreme position, lets no prejudice sway his better
judgment
.
An interesting variation is that of John G. Collins (who
compares Shakespeare to the G-reeks and uses the similarities
as conclusive proof that Shakespeare was a classical scholar),
who says it was not love but sexual affection (comparing Lady
Macbeth to C lytemnestra) that was her motive. 2
A. Stopford Brooke again makes the same mistake as K. T.
Hall; he makes Lady Macbeth' s love for her husband merely an
adjunct to her own ambition, strengthening her own ambition.
^
Miss Mackenzie returns to the more accurate position of
Corson as she states that Lady Macbeth' s ambition "is for her
man" because of her great love for him. She will risk every-
thing for him, will do violence to her own nature, just so that
the man she loves will attain his desires. However, she verges
1. A. C. Bradley; Shakespearean Tragedy (1904) p. 377
2. John C. Collins; Studies in Shakespeare (1904) p. 72
3. A. Stopford Brooke; On Ten Flays of Shakespeare
H9057 P. 205
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toward the extremity of Maginn as she writes that Lady Macbeth
"can see nobody in the world hut him", "her husband is her
whole universe". 1
The psychologist, H. Somerville, disagrees with these views
as he writes in 1929 that Lady Macbeth "does not seem to have
had much love for her husband"
«
We get the attitude of the twentieth century actress with
Ellen Terry, who dismisses all these contrary opinions with the
brief but definite statement that Lady Macbeth " did love her
husband" Surely this is a commentary on the transition that
has taken place since the eighteenth century. Just as, in a
discussion of the womanly qualities of the Lady, Dr. Johnson
showed the attitued of his time by his curt dismissal of her as
"detestable", now Miss Terry shows the contemporary attitude
toward this question of her love for her husband by her curt
dismissal of the whole matter by briefly saying she did love
him
.
It took time, however, with this topic as with the others,
to reach the point where Miss Terry could speak as she does.
1. Agnes Mackenzie; The Women in Shakespeare's Plays
(1924) p. 316
2. Henry Somerville; Madness in Shakesoearean Tragedy
(1929) p. 15b1
3« Lena Ashwell; Reflections From Shakespeare
(1932) p. 136

Steevens, Mrs. Siddons, and the early Romantics give us no
assistance in reaching a proper estimate of the Lady's love for
Macbeth. They were hindrances to any progress. The pendulum
is started on its swing by Mrs. Jameson and is pushed to its
extreme by Maginn. Despite men like Bucknill and Canning, the
pendulum has remained in the general vicinity of Maginn'
s
criticism. Actually, it is in the more moderate position of
Hall, Corson, and Bradley who definitely assert Lady Macbeth'
s
love, but do not make it the one single guiding passion of her
life that Maginn does
.
CHAPTER IV
LADY MACBETH: TEMPTRESS?
In evaluating the criticism of Lady Macbeth' s influence over
her husband as his temptress to evil, her forcing his will and
his actions to her own "fell purpose", her compulsion of a
noble innocent man to a wicked crime, we meet something new in
our study. This time we do not see the same change of fashions
and trends of thought - the pendulum swing - that we have wit-
nessed in the previous chapters. On the contrary, we find a
contest between two opposing points of view, beginning about
the middle of the nineteenth century and continuing up to the
present. At first, through the eighteenth and first part of
the nineteenth centuries, there is no contest; there is but one
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conception of Lady Macbeth: as the temptress who seduces an
innocent husband to commit a murder, an estimate of the Lady
which shows no imagination and no understanding of the true
relationship between husband and wife. Not until the middle
of the nineteenth century is this viewpoint seriously contested
by critics who examine the characters of Macbeth and his Lady
more closely and come to the more liberal and sympathetic con-
clusion that the Lady is more an aid, a support, to the already
overwhelming ambition of her husband than his temptress. This
conception of the Lady is not easily accepted, however - indeed
too many of the critics fail to come to this conclusion, even
in our modern and enlightened twentieth century - and the con-
test between trie two different estimates of Lady Macbeth con-
tinues to the present.
In all the discussions on this topic, reference is made
only to the relation beWeen Macbeth and his Lady up till the
murder of Duncan, for disagree as they may as to whether or not
Mady Macbeth drove her husband to this deed, all the critics
-
are in concert that the ensuing murders are his own contrivance,
not hers
.
Ho Unshed' s conception of Lady Macbeth as a queen who
"never ceased tormenting him till she had fixed him in his
Purpose"! is continued by Mrs* Lennox, who writes that Lady
1. Quoted by Charlotte Lennox; Shakespeare Illustrated
(1Y53) Vol. I p. 265

Macbeth "urges on her husband to the Murder of the King".!
Mrs . Siddons follows right along in the accepted fashion of
thinking when she says that Lady Macbeth, with her strength of
mind and captivating feminine loveliness "composed a charm of
such potency as to fascinate the mind of a hero so dauntless,
a character so amiable, so honourable as Macbeth - to seduce him
to brave all the dangers of the present and all the terrors of a
future world; and ...even when we abhor his crimes, we pity the
infatuated victim of such a thraldom". 2
There is the eighteenth century view of the relation between
Macbeth and his Lady - the noble, honorable Macbeth driven to
crime by his fiendish, selfishly ambitious wife.
V'illiam Richardson further exemplifies this attitude:
" A'Aacbeth, of a softer temper .. .struggles and is reluctant.
Lady Macbeth encourages and incites him. He commits the deed...
and is filled with horror. Lady Macbeth enjoys perfect com-
posure, is neither shocked nor terrified" .?
This attitude continues into the nineteenth century.
Ordinarily, we might expect a change, perhaps, with the Romantic
critics of the early part of the century, but they are now just
as firm as the critics of the eighteenth century in the belief
1. Ibid p. 270
2. Thomas Campbell; Life of Mrs . Siddons (1334) p. 125
( Mew York Edition)
3. William Richardson; Essays on Soms- of Shakespeare ' s
Dramatic Characters (1795) p. 66
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that Macbeth is the victim of his wife's unwavering resolution.
Even Mrs. Jameson, that ever-so-staunch defender of Lady Macbeth
does not go to the lengths she elsewhere does, but more or less
accepts the conventional attitude and makes excuses for the
^dy
.
Charles Lamb writes that Lady Macbeth, a bad ambitious
woman who wants to be queen, "spurred on the reluctant purpose
of Macbeth, who felt compunction at the thoughts of blood, and
did not cease to represent the murder of the king as a step
absolutely necessary to the fulfillment of the /witches_[J7
prophesy". 1 But Macbeth began to falter, and she, "not easily
shaken from her purpose, began to pour in at his ears words
which infused a portion of her own spirit into his mind" .2
V/illiam Hazlitt fails to show any understanding of and
sympathy with Lady Macbeth in this instance, for he too believes
that the noble and honest Macbeth was led astray by his wife.
The great surprise comes with Mrs . Anna Jameson, who asserts
that Lady Macbeth instigates the murder in the pursuit of her
ambition, and "when her husband's more kindly nature shrinks
from the perpetration of the deed of horror, she, like an evil
genius, whiskers him on to his damnation" .3 Mrs, Jameson's ex-
cuse for this is that Lady Macbeth does everything because of
1. Charles and Mary Lamb; Tales From Shakespeare (1812) p. 144
2. Ibid ; p. 146
3. Anna Jameson; Shakes; eare' s Heroines (1832) p. 323

her love for her husband, she is ambitious for him and thus
bends him to her will in order to make him king. As further
exoneration of Lady Macbeth, she says that the murder was first
conceived by Macbeth (which is true enough), and though "it is
true that she afterwards appears the more active agent of the
two, it is less through her pre-eminence in wickedness than
through her superiority in intellect". 1 Thus, Lady Macbeth
instigates the murder (though her husband thought of it first)
and drives Macbeth on to crime because she love3 him and is
ambitious for him and because her mind and intellect are super-
ior to his . But despite her efforts to excuse the evil influ-
ence which Lady Macbeth had over her husband, Mrs. Jameson con-
tinues the accepted fashion of thought and makes Macbeth the
same innocent victim of a powerfully resolute wife.
So far, though we are well past the first quarter of the
century, we have seen no change in this attitude toward Lady
Macbeth, and no one has yet shown a sympathetic and liberal
attitude toward her as the supporter of her husband rather than
his temptress. But with William Maginn, who believes the Lady
is more sinned against than sinning, we have a sudden change to
the other extreme
.
"She is not the tempter of Macbeth", 2 he says. She sees he
covets the throne - that his happiness is wrapped up in the hope
1. Ibid p. 325
2. tift'Iliajn Maginn; Shakespeare Facers (lo3o) p. 186
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of being king - and because of her overwhelm in-"; love for him her
part is taken accordingly, without hesitation: she will help
him become kins;. She knows that he is ambitious - ambitious
without scruples. She "knows the directions of his thoughts , •
,
and sacrifices every feeling, to minister to his hopes and aspir-
ations' 1 .-^- Rather than urging him on to crime, she sacrifices
her all and partakes in all sorts of horrors because she knows
that he wants to be king and he will let nothing stand in his
way. The murder was first thought of and resolved on by
Macbeth - "she only followed the thought of her husband". 2
In the scene so often used to -orove that Lady Macbeth drives
her husband to murder (Act I, Scene vii), Maginn says that she
is only showing him "the weakness of drawing back after a reso-
lution has once been formed". She knows that Macbeth' s momen-
tary qualms will pass off, that he is determined to wade
through slaughter to the throne, and she points out that this is
the chance to do it safely, if he waits till later he may not
again have this excellent opportunity - she is urgent because
her husband must be served.
Here again, Maginn is a bit too romantic as he pictures
Lady Macbeth trailing along in the wake of her husband's over-
whelmingly unscrupulous ambition almost as a cockboat in the
wake of a man o' war . But here again his view is to be prefer-
1. Ibid p. 205
2. ibid p. 194

red to the eighteenth century estimate, because even if we do
not believe she is his mere vassal in crime, we believe even
less that she is the wicked temptress and Fa "In to a noble
innocent man.
This extreme view of Maginn does not long go unchallenged.
Dr. John Bucknill - as we might expect — reverts to the
original conception of the Lady as an evil temptress. She
plotted and instigated the murder, and she "dominates the
spirit of her vacillating husband"! as she pursues power with
"inflexible and pitiless determination" . She subjects him to
temptation, taunts him with cowardice, urges him on to evil,
and as a result "he falls .. .rushing into the commission of his
first great crime"
Charles C. Clarke continues this same general trend of
thought. He admits Macbeth is ambitious, but it is an ambition
of " circumstance"^ and "opportunity" - he is ambitious at the
"circumstance" of Lady Macbeth 1 s representation of the ease of
the murder as she urges him on to its committment. His own
ambition is irresolute and vacillating, he lacks self-reliance,
he needs encouragement from others. But Lady I-Iacbeth's ambitior
is firm and resolute (above, page 30 ) and she supplies the
steadfastness which her husband lacks. Nothing must stand in
1. John Bucknill; The Mad Folk of Shakes eare (1867) p. 36
2. Ibid p. 16
3. Charles Clarke; Shakes peare Characters
,
Chiefly Those
Subordinate lld65) p. 5

the way of her ambition, so she makes up his mind for him, and
makes him resolute in his wavering and hesitant ambition.
K. T. Hall does not hold to this conservative view, but
shows more sympathy and understanding in his examination of the
relationship between Macbeth and his Lady. He claims that the
chief feature in Macbeth' s character is ambition, a strong lust
for power, and he has long ago resolved to kill Duncan. But
"there is much moral cowardice in the nature of Macbeth - he is
prone to superstitious fears", ^ because of these fears he lacks
confidence and needs support; "he could not have walked alone
in his path of crime, from this want of self-sustaining power"
.
2
"This phase of his character is thoroughly known and understood
by his wife, who .. .directs and supports him in his varied acts".
Thus we see a more liberal and understanding viewpoint:
Macbeth knows what he wants to do - he does want to kill Duncan
and become king - but he needs support. His wife supports him;
she does not drive him, does not tempt him, does not force him
into crime. She supports him. Here then is a position about
midway between that of the eighteenth century ( and most of the
nineteenth century thus far ) and that of Maginn; it is the
position most nearly correct. Macbeth was ambitious, most am-
bitious to be king; he had no particular scruples and had long
ago resolved to kill the king. But he is the kind of man who
cannot undertake this type of enterprise alone, he must needs
1. Henry T. Hall; Shaksperean Fly Leaves and Jottings (lo7l)
2. Ibid p. 153 p * 146

have support - and perhaps a bit of coaxing. This is the part
played by -i-ady Macbeth - she is his aid ana support along the
road he has chosen for himself, when the going gets rough, she
is right there alongside him to help him along.
Needless to say, we do not find Albert Canning supporting
the theory of Kail. Canning, with his moralistic point of view,
reverts to the eighteenth century neo-classic criticism. In
Macbeth, "a cruel, hardened woman is urging a brave, ambitious
but not yet thoroughly unscrupulous husband to murder an old
helpless ma.n"
,
1 and though ( in Act I, Scene v ) Macbeth, "still
innocent .. .almost begs his wife to let him abandon the assass-
ination scheme... she is thoroughly determined, using her influ-
ence over him with, far more fiendish purpose and success than
the Witches had attempted to do" . She is a "more wicked
temptress" to Macbeth than the Witches.
Fortunately, not all the critics show the lack of under-
standing and insight into character that Canning does . Richard
Moulton brings back the reasonable and sensible point of view
in this contest as he, in his own way, assumes the interraedxate
position of Hall. He asserts that the view of Macbeth as a
"noble disposition dragged down by his connection with the
coarser nature of his wife"^ is false, his nobility is not part
1. A. S. Er. Canning; Thoughts on Shakes .eare ' s Historical
Plays (188?) p. 185
2. Richard Moulton; Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist
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of his inner nature. "He has no objection to the evil itself,
but only a fear of evil measures" which he associates with
failure and disgrace. He is essentially the practical man,
the man of action, prepared for any emergency in which there is
something to be done, yet a "mental crisis or a moral problem
afflicts him with the shock of an unfamiliar situation"
.
"•..to reach perfection he must have the assistance of the
inner life - of which Lady Macbeth is the embodiment"; for
Moulton compares Macbeth and his Lady as an illustration of the
outer and inner life, each is needed to supplement the other.
The original choice of evil has for both been made by Macbeth,
"the only sense in which Lady Macbeth can be pronounced the
ruin of her husband is that her firm nature holds him to the
path to which he has committed them both and will not allow
him to falter" His high-sounding morality in Act I Scene vii
is only because the crime has now become dangerous; as soon as
she points out a practical solution he joins in eagerly - here
is something practical to do.
Thus Moulton too points oul, as Hail does, that Macbeth has
no scruples against this crime which he has chosen to undertake,
but he needs encouragement and support - which it is his wife'
s
part to supply.
Hiram Corson continues this middle-of-the-road point of view*
1. Ibid p. 157

He disagrees with the picture of Macbeth as "frank and generous
•..tempted to the commission of guilt by the instigations of
his wife" It is Macbeth' s own ambition that led him to a
career of crime; "there's not a particle of evidence in the play
that the temptation originated from without, either with the
Witches or with Lady Macbeth" . "The part played by Lady Macbeth
was in the service of a wifely sympathy, with her husband's
o' ermas tering desire for sovereignty", she is the minster of
his desires and ambitions.
It might seem that now this intermediate reasonaole view
has finally gained prominence and has won its battle over the
earlier views of Lady Macbeth as the temptress of her husband.
But this is not to be, and the contest is to continue.
Arthur Symons reverts to the belief that Lady Macbeth dom-
inates her husband by the persistence of her irresistible will.
In Macbeth there is a mental conflict, an attempt - though not
too strong an attempt - to withstand the temptation of the
'fitches; but his wife will not let hira.-
The advent of the twentieth century witnesses no great
change, nor any cessation of this contest between the two
theories. Professor A. G. Bradley, who has heretofore been
liberal and sympathetic in his estimate of the character of
1. Hiram Corson; An Introduction to the Study of Shakespeare
TlQWJ p. 246
2 . Arthur Symons ; Studies in the Elizabethan Drama ( 1890
)
p . 26-29
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Lady Macbeth, holds to the older, less liberal view. He admits
that Macbeth is exceedingly ambitious with a passion for power,
but his morality and the "hideous vileneas of the deed",l hold
him back from the realization, by murder, of hia ambition.
'
Lady Macbeth knows her husband' a weakness and his scruplea and
sets about to counteract this weakness and his human kindness,
"...it is by ersonal appeals ... through sheer force of will,
that she impells him to the deed". 2 Eradley, like Mrs. Jameson,
tries to find excuses for this conduct of Lady Macbeth: "she
believed she was helping him to do what he merely lacked the
nerve to attempt"; but even then, he asserts that "she pushed
him into murder"
.
It is strange that Professor Bradley with his clear-
headedness and his sympathetic attitude toward the Lady should
not see that she is only helping her husband do what he lacks
the initiative to attempt, and that Macbeth has no scruples or
morality
.
John Collins likewise asserts that the murder is at the
instigation of Lady Macbeth. His reasons, though, are that
Shakespeare made his character of Lady Macbeth coincide with
the Lady as pictured by Holinshed.3
A. Stopford Erooke seems to realize the difficulties that
1. A. C. Bradley; Shakespearean Tragedy (1904) p. 353
2. Ibid p. 366
3. John Collins; S tudies in Shakespeare (1904) p. 249

exist in trying to reach a solution to this vexing problem,
and he himself alternates between the two views that now exist.
At one moment he says that Macbeth is the bold soldier of a
rude time much used to slaughter and killing; he has no moral
foundation for his horror, no conscience; but he wavers between
his ambition and his supernatural fears, and the latter stand
in the way of what he aspires to. His trouble is that he has
too much imagination, he thinks too much of this murder, he
loses his head and is fearful. His wife has none of this
imagination, but brings her common-sense to meet it and check
it and reason with it face to face . In this way she pulls him
out of fantasy into reality - and he can proceed with the
murder. * This is one view that Brooke has, and to our way of
thinking, it is the correct one. Perhaps it is some slight
inertia, or lack of initiative rather than too much imagination
that acts as his check-rein, but the general idea is the same:
Lady Macbeth is more the junior partner than the senior partner
in this escapade.
Brooke has another viewpoint, however. Although mere
killing means nothing to Macbeth, the killing of Duncan, under
the circumstances, is a violation of his code of honor. He
"is but the hand which does the murder"
^
Lady Macbeth is the
impelling sould of it, the incarnate slaughter; she lifts his
1. A. Stooford Brooke; On Ten Plays of Shakes :eare (1905)
p. 196~
2. Ibid
, p. 204
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weakness into strength, his fears into courage; she opposes her
reason to his foars
.
It is rather difficult to reconcile these opposing ideas,
and it is difficult to understand Brooke's position. Is it
because he realizes the difficulty of assuming one position
that he states both sides of the case? Or is it that he is
uncertain in his own mind and can come to no definite conclu-
sion? But he has taken a compromise position before, and
perhaps he is now deliberately doing the same thing.
Henry Hudson loans more toward the liberal view. He says
that Lady Macbeth serves to supplement her husband, to counter-
vail his infirmity of purpose. 1 The working of his imagination
causes him to hesitate, but she has not his imagination and so
is not affected by his illusions, his agitations, his fantas-
tical terrors; instead, her presence of mind serves to help
him recover from his visions and fears to commit his crime.
But Miss Mackenzie takes the other side of the argument,
though she does try to excuse Lady Macbeth' s conduct. Lady
Macbeth knows that her husband will fail to become great
without her assistance and she intends to make him great. But
"in her magnificent effort to help her husband. . .she is the
most effective of the enemies that drive him into irretrieveable
damnation"
.
2
1. Henry N. Hudson; Shakespeare, his Life, Art and Characters
(1912) Vol. II, p. 33b
2. Agnes Mackenzie; The Women in Shakespeare's (1924) p. 317
Plays
1

Allardyce Nicoll has this same idea when he speaks of Lady
Macbeth compelling Macbeth to commit ohe murder.
l
In this chapter we have seen not a swing of the pendulum,
not progress from an unimaginative and illiberal point of view
to one that is romantic and sympathetic; we have seen, on the
contrary, a continuation of the unsympathetic and unimaginative
point of view up to the present time, with various and scattered
attacks on it by critics who show more insight and understanding
of the relationship between Lady Macbeth and her husband.
The conception of Lady Macbeth as the temptress of a noble
husband, one who seduced him to crime, begins with Mrs. Lennox.
Mrs. Siddons, Richardson, Lamb, Hazlitt - all continue this
attitude. Even Mrs. Jameson - whom we might expect to be dif-
ferent - shows no change, though she does attempt to excuse
Lady Macbeth' s conduct. Only when we come to Maginn do we find
a change; he has the extremely opposite point of view, of Lady
Macbeth as sinned against rather than sinning - a too romantic
conception but nearer the truth than any heretofore. With Hall,
Moulton, and Gorson this opposition to the old, conventional
attitude is continued. Their positions are not the extremity
of Maginn, are an intermediate position, and consequently their
general idea of Lady Macbeth as the aid and support to her
ambitious and unscrupulous husband, the junior rather than the
senior partner, is the proper one. The later critics, Symons
1. Allardyce Kicoll; Studies in Shakespeare (1928) p. 131

and even Professor Bradley (although he does try to excuse Lady
Macbeth' s actions) hold to the opposing point of view, as do
Miss Mackenzie and Nicoll. The more liberal point of view is
supported by Hudson, while Brooke cannot seem to make up his
mind. Where this clash of opinion will take us, we cannot say;
but there is hope that some day the true relation of .Lady
Macbeth to her husband will be generally recognized: his aid
and support, not his temptress.
CHAPTER V
THE RESOLUTE WILL OF LADY MACBETH
The discussion of the firm and resolute will of Lady
Macbeth, her unyielding determination to let nothing shake her
fell purpose, has not been a controversial one at all. The
critics who discuss her will power agree without exception as
to its strength and determination. However, they do not all
have the same view as to the source of this will power, the
part it plays in her life, her use of it, or its results. Each
critic's attitude toward her strength of will is dependent on
his estimate of the other aspects of her character. Those who
believe she is selfishly ambitious believe her strength of will
is the result of this ambition and was summoned up to help her
to the realization of it; while those who believe her ambition
is for her husband and is the result of her love for him say

that her will power works against her womanly nature to thus aid
her husband. The critics who "believe she is the temptress of
her husband say that she gains her ascendancy over him by her
will; while those who believe she is his aid and support say
that she calls on this will power, against her better nature,
to help him. The attitude of these critics towards Lady Macbeth
has already been seen in the previous chapters, therefore this
chapter will content itself with a survey of their remarks on
her strength of will, relating these remarks to their pre-
viously stated views of .Lady Macbeth.
It is not until the early nineteenth century that we find
a lengthy discussion of Lady Macbeth' s resolute will. In the
eighteenth century we may find someone like Mrs . Siddons men-
tioning the Lady's strength of mind and violence of will, but
all such references are casual and without point. It is
strange that with their conception of her as Macbeth' s temptress
they should not mention her strength of will as one factor en-
abling her to exert such a powerful influence.
The first critic to take fuller notice of her will is
William Hazlitt, who writes, "Lady Macbeth' s obdurate strength
of will and masculine firmness give her the ascendancy over her
husband's faltering virtues" .1 "The magnitude of her resolu-
tion almost covers the magnitude of her guilt . . ./she/ is per-
1. William Hazlitt; Characters of Shakespeare ' s Plays
T1817) p. 1^15

haps more distinguished by her commanding presence of mind and
inexorable self-will, which do not suffer her to be diverted
from a bad purpose .. .than by the hardness of her heart or want
of natural affections". Here, Hazlitt, with the Romantic's love
of the individual, praises her for her strength of will and
even makes it a compensating factor for her other faults.
Mrs . Jameson does not have this same praise for Lady
Macbeth' s will power. It is "her inexorable determination of
purpose, her superhuman strength of nerve" 1 that serve to render
her fearful; it is the "obdurate inflexibility of purpose" that
drives her on against her womanly nature. Rather than a com-
pensating factor in the character of Laay Macbeth, her will is
a detracting factor, for Mrs . Jameson has emphasized the
womanly qualities of the Lady and her will works against these
womanly attributes
.
Thomas Campbell, in his usual vein, writes that her "sinful
will" throws a partial shade over her intelligence. 2
William Magiiaa continues his romantic interpretation of
Lady Macbeth with the idea that she summons up her great
strength of will for the sole purpose of enabling her to serve
her husband and to minister to his desires .3
1. Anna Jameson; Shakespeare ' s Heroines (1632) p. 323
2. Thomas Campbell; The Life of Mrs . Siddons (1634)
Vol. I, p. 47 (London edition)
3. William Maginnj Shakespeare Papers (1838)

Two critics who have written that Lady Macbeth was herself
ambitious take the contrary view. Charles Clarke and H. T. Kail
believe that her great strength of will is the result of her
powerful ambition and is summoned up to help her realize this
ambition and attain its object. Kail has much to say on this
subject, but the gist of his remarks is contained in his words,
"She goeth straight to effect her purpose, no difficulty that
may or does arise will turn her aside, for when the thought
has pierced her brain, awakening her ambitious desires, she
suffers nought else to prevail until those wishes and desires
are accomplished" . "She is fully resolved nought shall turn
her from her purpose .. .not anything appears capable of altering
her determination"
Richard Moulton, in his discussion of Lady Macbeth as an
illustration of the inner life, says that in her inner life her
will is supreme. It is her will that enables her to aid and
assist her husband in his career of crime, for Moulton is one
of the critics who believe that Lady Macbeth acts merely to aid
or supplement her husband on his chosen path of crime.
Moulton also brings in a theory that will be seen very often
in the discussion of the causes of her death: the struggle be-
tween her will and her womanly nature has been a long inner
1. Henry T. Hall; Shaksperean Fly-Leaves and Jottings
(1871) p. 153
2. Richard Moulton; Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist
(1885) p. 156
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civil war in her life, and it is this that causes her breakdown
and madness, which leads to her death. 1 In the next chapter
we shall see that many critics believe that the failure of her
strong will is the leading, or at least contributing, cause of
her death.
J. V/. Morris also writes of Lady Macbeth' s great strength
of will: it is her will, which he claims is all on the side of
evil, that bears her through. "By sheer force gf will... she
coerces a weak nature and frail physique" .2 Morris is another
critic who, like Moulton, believes that her collapse comes when
the will gives way.
Arthur Symons , who believes that Lady Macbeth urges her
husband to evil, says that she dominates him by the persistence
of an irresistible will, and she herself is dominated by this
same force.^
A critic who takes a liberal view of the 7/0manly nature of
Lady Macbeth, Frederick Eoas, says that she uses this will to
subdue this nature, she calls on her will to crush her instincts
of womanhood, and her will responds; "it subdues her sensitive
organism into a machine exquisitely adjusted to the execution"^
1. Ibid, p. I06
2. J. W- Morris; Keynotes of Shakespeare's Flays (1686) p. 93
3. Arthur Symons; Studies in the Elizabethan Drama
(1390) p. 2'6
h. Frederick Eoas; Shakespeare and his Predecessors
(1396) p. 416

of the murder. It is only "her imperial will" that enables
her to return to Duncan's room and do what her husband left
undone. And it is only in her sleep when this will is complete-
ly subdued that the "liberated instincts of womanhood come to
the fore"
.
Professor A. G. Bradley writes that Lady Macbeth and her
husband are to a considerable extent alike, but she is clearly
distinguished from him "by an inflexibility of will which
appears to hold imagination, feeling, and conscience completely
in check". 1 "Even when passion has died away /i.e. when they
are on the throne_7 her will remains supreme" . 2 The truth of
what she has done dawns on her, but she remains by her husband's
side. "She leans on nothing but herself. And from the begin-
ning to the end...her will never fails her. Its grasp upon her
nature may destroy her, but it is never relaxed". It is this
force of will that makes her great.
Bradley believes that she impels her husband to murder, and
he says she does this "through sheer force of will". This will
lasts till the very end, for at the last it is her nature and
not her will that gives way.
John Collins^ finds another means of comparison between her
and Clytemnestra in that both "have nerves of steel and wills of
1. A. 0. Bradley; Shakespearean Tragedy (1904), p. 366
2. Ibid p. 368
3. John Collins; Studies in Shakespeare (1904), p. 72

A. Stopford Brooke doos not discuss Lady Macbeth' s strength
of will, hut rather stresses the fact that everything she does
before and during the murder is the result of an impulse, and
all that happens to her afterwards is the result of the death
of this impulse. From the time she receives Macbeth' 3 letter,
she is "the victim of one of those unbridled impulses whose
outburst" is like that of a volcano. Nothing matters but this
one impulse, it makes her capable of everything, it is the
despot of her whole being, its energy is overwhelming .1 Bcfla
has shown a liberal attitude toward Lady Macbeth, and this im-
pulse seems further to exonerate her evil actions - for an im-
pulse is something much more involuntary than will.
Walter Raleigh mentions Lady Macbeth' s "fierce will" 2 only
in passing, but 0. K. Herford says that "the terrific will
power which carries through the dreadful deed unshrinking where
he falters is not the robustiousness of a virago, but the
nervous exaltation of a nervous high strung sensitive woman" .3
This is another liberal and sympathetic estimate of her great
strength of will.
Henry Hudson, who asserts that the function of Lady Macbeth
is to apply her presence of mind to help her husband recover
from the visions and agitations with which his imagination
1. A. Stopford Erooke; On Ten Plays of Shakespeare (190^>)
p. 205-214
2. Walter. Raleigh; Shakespeare (1916) p. 70
3» Charles Herford; Shakespeare (1912) p. 75

afflicts him, claims that it is her great energy of will that
enables her to remain cool and calm and thus support her hus-
band in his crime. 1 It is her will that enables her to escape
his spectral illusions.
Hudson, too, believes that the exercise of this will has
flawed the core of her being", and this is a contributing
cause of her death.
Both Miss Agnes Mackenzie and Allardyce Nicoll, who con-
sider Lady Macbeth the temptress of her husband, believe it is
her "splendid will" that gives her the ascendancy over him.
Nicoll writes that she has the power of will and ruthless
determination that her husband lacks, she is "drawn as the
incarnation of resolute will" .3 it is "by sheer will power"
that she crushed in her self the softer parts of her womanly
nature
.
George Knight has an entirely different idea, just as he
had in relation to her ambition - Lady Macbeth "is not merely
a woman of strong will: she is a woman possessed - possessed
of an evil passion. No will power on earth could account for
the dread invocation"^ to be unsexed. "To interpret her in
terms of will" is futile.
There has been through the centuries no definite pattern in
1. Henry N. Hudson; Shakespeare , his Life , Art , and Characters
(1912) Vol. II, p. 33b
2. Ibid p. 343
3. Allardyce Nicoll; Studies in Shakespeare (1928.) p. 130
4. George Knight; The Wheel of Fire (1930) p. 167

the discussion of Lady Macbeth' s strong will such as we have
"been able to trace in the discussion of the other aspects of
her character. What we have seen is a discussion of this
strength of will in relation to the other sides of her
character, with the different critics using her resoluteness
and determination of will as a support for their theories that
she impelled her husband to crime or was led by him, was am-
bitious for herself or submitted herself to his ambition.
What we have also seen is that they are all agreed as to the
tremendous power, strength, and resolution of her will, even
though they cannot agree on anything else pertaining to this
will of tiers .
CHAPTER VI
"OUT, OUT, BRIEF CANDLE"
With the discussion of the mental breakdown and death of
Lady Macbeth, and their causes, we do not find the movement of
a pendulum from one set of ideas to another that we witnessed
in the earlier chapters. To be sure, we find a divergence of
ideas, but none of them, with one or two exceptions, can be
said to be less liberal, less imaginative, less sympathetic
than any other. That the failure of her will led to her death
is true; that the reassertion of her inherent feminine
attributes and characteristics led to her death is also true;

and that a contributing factor to her death is the sudden in-
activity which gives her tine to ponder on her deeds and actions
is also true. But to point out any one as the sole cause of her
death is not true; and here it is that the critics make their
mistake. It was rather a combination of all these factors that
led to her madness and subsequent death. The critics prefer to
stress one idea or the other - not a combination of them; but
all these ideas are closely interrelated, one leads to the
other, and all combine to cause her mental breakdown and death.
This the critics overlook. However, what they do say is per-
fectly acceptable. Neither of their theories is more or less
harsh or unjust than any other, they are all correct in so far
as they go. For this reason we must again make more of a survey
of these theories than show any progression or retrogression of
ideas. There is, however, some slight controversy as to
whether or not Lady Macbeth suffered any remorse, any pangs of
conscience, in her death.
Whether she died a natural death or committed suicide is
immaterial; for the same troubles and illness that would lead
to the former would cause her brain to be overwhelmed suffic-
iently to make her take her own life.
The earliest critic of Lady Macbeth, Charles G-ildon, writes
in his "Argument to Mackbeth" that Lady Mapheth "haunted with
Remorse for the Murders she had been Partner in, dies"!- _
1. Charles G-ildon; The Works of Mr . William Shakespeare
TT714) Vol IX p. 3^9

thus implying that remorse was more or less the cause or her
death
.
Mrs . Sarah K. Siddons has a different view, for she believes
it is the difference in their physical powers that cause differ-
ent reactions by Macbeth and his Lauy to their crimes . Her
frailer frame and keener feelings, her feminine nature and her
delicate structure are overwhelmed by the enormous pressure of
her crimes. ^- Thus, Mrs. Siddons, though she calls Lady Macbeth
a savage fiend, feels that as far as physical strength goes,
she is still a woman, and it is this fraility that leads to her
death
The attitude of G-ildon is continued by Samuel T. Coleridge,
who feels that it is remorse that causes the downfall of Lady
pMacbeth and causes her to commit suicide.
A new theory is introduced by William Hazlitt, for he writes
that while Macbeth continues his bold crimes in the latter half
of the play, his wife, "for want of the same stimulus of
action" ,3 has nightmares, goes mad, and dies. This is more of
a psychological viewpoint - her physical activity kept her mind
too busy to think of the crimes, but when the activity ceases,
her mind is idle, she can think of the crimes, and she collapses
- and will be made use of by later critics.
1: Thomas Campbell; The Life of Mrs . Siddons (lo3M p. 133
( New York edition"!""
2. Thomas Raysor; Coleridge '
s
Shakespearean Criticism
C1930J Vol I p. 72
3. William Hazlitt; Characters of Shakespeare ' s Plays (lol?)
p. 21
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Augustine Skottowe does not believe there is "one symptom of
remorse" ^ in Lady Macbeth at her death, so this cannot he his
idea of why she died. He believes "she sinks under a conflict
to which nature is unequal". 2 Thus, though her mind is "dead
to every soft feeling of humanity", her physical nature give way
and she dies
.
The attitude of Mrs. Jameson is more closely related to her
general opinion of Lady Macbeth as a woman, "...in a mind con-
stituted like that of Lady Macbeth, and not utterly depraved
and hardened oy the habit of crime, conscience must awake some
time or other, and bring with it remorse closed by despair, and
despair by death" .5 All this takes place in her sleep, and her
violated feelings of nature and womanhood reassert themselves.
"Her remorse is without repentance ... it arises .. .from the
recoil of the violated feelings of nature: it is the horror of
the past, not the terror of the future".
A very brief statement is made by Thomas Campbell, "her
death is mysterious, and we generally attribute it to despair
and suicide" . 2f
John Bucknill, the doctor of mental disease, has approx-
imately the same opinion as Hazlitt as to the death of Lady
1. Augustine Skottowe; The Life of Shakespeare (1824)
rXo
r2?Tp. 21
2. Ibid p. 162
3. Anna Jameson; Shakespeare 1 s Heroines (lb'32) p. 333
4. Thomas Campbell; The Life of Mrs . Siddons (1334)
Vol. I p. 52-53 (London edition)

Macbeth. In the first half of the play she is busy supporting
her horror-struck husband; but in the latter half, he rushes
from the "maddening horrors of meditation into a course of
decisive action"^- and thus saves himself from insanity, Now
her occupation of sustaining him is gone; "and her attention,
heretofore directed to her husband and outward occurences, was
forced inwards"; this meditation led to her ruin. She has no
active participation in Macbeth' s new career of crime, and her
"imagination, having no power to throw itself outwaraly...
became the prey of one engrossing emotion - that of remorse",
she could not escape the gnawing tooth of remorse. "in him
the inward fires found a volcanic vent; in her their pent-up
force shook in earthquake the deep foundations of her soul "
.
2
This view of Eucknill's is a popular one among the critics
of Lady Macbeth, as is that of Isaac Ray, another doctor of
mental pathology. Ray gives medical support to the views of
Mrs. Siddons, that her weaker nature, the physical weakness
of a woman, causes her death. The mental condition of Lady
Macbeth, "though not strictly insanity, is unquestionably of a
pathological nature. The successive crimes into which her
husband's ambition has plunged him produce in her a state of
mental disquietude that undermines her weaker constitution
1. John Bucknill; The Mad Folk of Shake s peare ( 1867
)
p. 29
2. Ibid p. 37

and eventually occasions her death" ; ^ for though she possesses
"the moral depravity equal to the commission of great crimes"
she lacks "the nervous hardihood capable of sustaining the
shock they give to her mental constitution"
.
As yet we have seen no contest, no pendulum swing, but
merely a divergence of ideas, each as acceptable and credible
as the other, the only fault being that it is a combination of
these causes rather than one single cause that led to her death
The attitude that it is the woman in -L-ady Macbeth that give
way and causes her death is also adhered to by Henry S-iles*
although her will and ambition are supreme, "yet something of
the woman, which she herself does not suspect, sleeps within
her breast. Forgotten but not dead feelings lurk there still,
which start into memory .. .though she unsexed herself for the
crime, unsexed she could not remain"
A slightly different interpretation is made by H. T. Hall,
who lays partial blame for her death at the door of her "lack
of reflection"; "she has never fully weighed the consequences
of the deed" But he places almost equal stress on her sudden
inactivity. Her lack of reflection buoyed up by her constant
action for the safety of her husband and herself "prevent her
1. Isaac Ray; Contributions to Mental Pathology
(1373) P. 347
2. Henry Ciles; Human Life in Shakespeare (1863)
p. 153
3. Henry T. Hall; Shaksnerean Fly-Leaves and Jottings (1871)
p. 161
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from thinking upon the enormity of the crimes in which she has
been engaged. When the action ceases, these events come
crowding thick upon her, and her brain, whose sphere is activ-
ity, gives way. Lacking the necessary spurs to action, she
sinks into a profound condition of hopeless melancholy" A
Because her reflective faculties are not fully developed "she
has not the requisite power to sustain herself when the circum-
stances requiring activity cease to be" .
An entirely different interpretation is made by A. S.
Canning, which completely misses the truth. Me claims that
bodily illness, caused by mental anxiety and intense disappoint-
ment, has made her mind give way . She devoted all her energy
to rouse and animate her lord, and "failing in these reiterated
attempts, her health and mind give way at last". 2 This is one
interpretation we cannot accept; it would take much more than
disappointment to cause the strong mind of Lady Macbeth to give
way, and in the latter half of the play, Macbeth is so aroused
and animated that it is he who holds the ascendancy, not his
wife
.
Another adherent to the theory that Lady Macbeth' s death-
is caused by her nature giving way is Richard Moulton. Her
career throughout the play is one long mental civil war, as her
strong will struggles against her womanly nature. Under the
strain of this contest, her brain gives way and she dies.^
1. Ibid, p; 166
2. A.S.G-. Canning; Thoughts on Shake s oeare' s Historical Plays
(1884H p. 262 1 , „3. Richard Moulton; Shakespeare as a Dramatic .-^rtist (I885)p.l66
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J. V/. Morris supports Moulton in this view. He writes that
her strong will has coerced a weak nature, but the strain is
too great and the collapse comes when her nature reasserts
itself. Ke introduces a new note, however, when he says,
"Lady Macbeth is the subject of keenest sensibility", -nd her
senses are the "ministers of earliest retribution and first
remorse", for in the sleep-walking scene all her words are
images of or impressions on the physical senses. Her "outraged
senses are... the instruments of rising retribution. She has
done violence to her woman's nature... Her will has borne her
through, but the strain on nerve, body, brain is all too great,
the strings ha&e snapped at last".^-
Although the next critic, Hiram Corson, has the same atti-
tude that it is the violence she does to her womanly nature
that causes her death, we find Arthur Syraons with a different
view. He says that it is Lady Macbeth' s imagination that, leads
to her death. She has imagination in place of virtue, and it
is this that wrecks her. In her imagination is her capacity
for suffering. She can be magnificent in sin but has none of
the callousness which makes the comfort of a criminal. She can
do the deed, "but the horror of the thing will change her soul,
and at night, when the will, that supported her indomitable
1. J.
T
.'<". Morris; Keynotes to Shakespeare 1 s Plays
(1686), p. 96
2. Hiram Corson; An Introduction to the Study of Shakespeare
(T589) p. 246-249

mind by day, s lumbers with the overtaxed body, her imagination
(the soul she has in her for torture) will awake and cry aloud
at last". It ia her overpossession of imagination that gives
her the power of suffering and leads to her death.
This is a rather fantastic point of view, until we consider
that to Symons "imagination" did not mean what it does to us.
"imagination" in his day still had the meaning of being able
to recall visions of the past rather than our connotation of a
creative power. Symons' definition - "the soul she h-s in her
for torture" - implies this older meaning. We shall shortly
find Professor Bradley with the later definition of the word
claiming just the opposite: her lack of imagination brings about
her death.
Frederick Boas takes issue with the critics who say Lady
Macbeth died of remorse - "it is not easy to find the justifi-
cation of such a view. From her lips .. .no word of contrition
for the past ever falls". 2 It is only her feminine nature that
gives way, and this causes her death. "She is merely the prey
of her delicate sensibilities .. .the eternal feminine in her
nature rises in triumphant mutiny against the will that for a
space had wrestled it down" . In her sleep this will is com-
1. Arthur Symons; S tudies in the Elizabethan Drama
(1890) p. 30
2. Frederick Boas; Shakespeare and his Predecessors
(1896) p. 421

pletely subdued and then "the liberated instincts of womanhood
come to the fore" . Boas is a strong proponent of the femininity
of Lady Macbeth, and this further sets forth his views.
Before examining the criticism of the twentieth century,
let us look back on that of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Except for the attitude of Canning, there is really
nothing we can object to. The various theories set forth by
the various critics are all equally acceptable as far as they
go; but they are faulty in that they do not go far enough.
The critics overlook that it is rather a combination of all
these causes that lead to her death, that one leads to the
other, and in their sum result in her death. But other than
the failure of the critics to accent this point, there is
nothing in their criticism that is not credible or acceptable.
The twentieth century continues to make the same error.
Professor Bradley feels that it is Lady Macbeth' s feminine
nature and feminine weakness that cause her to give way . Her
will is unbroken to the end, and she has no remorse or repent-
ance, but due to her lack of imagination, her womanly nature
is overwhelmed. Bradley thus takes the opposite view from that
of Symons (though with a different meaning of the word - the
later connotation of a creation of the mind), and he says that
Lady Macbeth' s want of imagination is "fatal to her".l Because
of her lack of imagination she does not feel beforehand the
1. A. G. Bradley; Shakespearean Tragedy (1904) p. 372
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cruelty of Duncan's murder, she cannot foresee the inward con-
sequences of this act, she does not understand that her facile
realism cannot last. After the murder, "the discovery of its
hideousness ... comes to Lady Macbeth with the shock of a sudden
disclosure and at once her nature begins to sink"
.
A. Stopford Brooke is another critic who feels that it is
the breakdown ox Lady Macbeth' s womanly nature that causes her
death. With this, however, he combines the pangs of her con-
science. Everything that Lady Macbeth does, as we have seen in
a previous chapter, is done as the result of an impulse; this
impulse drives her on, impervious to everything else - sense
of horror, scruples of conscience. When the impulse is over and
her passion and intensity diminish, then everything comes rush-
ing back, all the horror of her deed, her outraged womanhood
—
everything. Her conscience awakes and torments her, her
natural womanhood - which she had tried to crush - comes back
to her; both sit heavy on her soul and finally slay her in
this, the reaction to her bloody impulse.
^
Brooke has here made the attempt to synthesize and correlate
the various contributing factors to the death of Lady Macbeth.
He emphasizes no one determining cause, as most of the other
critics have done, but shows how her inherent womanhood, her
conscience, and the sudden cessation of her activity in her
1. A. Stopford Brooke; On Ten Plays of Shakespeare
TT905T p. 209-2 1^

husband's behalf (what he calls the death of her impulse) all
blend ana coalesce to brin" about her end. His is the most
satisfactory explanation we have yet met.
E. H. Griggs is not so thorough in his conception or Lady
Macbeth 1 s death, but he does draw a fine analogy between the
breaking of her woman 1 s finer nature and the breaking of the
finest string on a violin, which gives off the highest and
clearest note, but when strained too far, breaks. ^-
Walter Raleigh does little more than say her death comes
when "human nature avenges itself on her", 2 but Henry Hudson
goes further. He says that she died because of the weakness of
her womanly nature, but only when she is no longer under the
sovereign reign of her will. Her strength of will has kept
her calm and free from the imagined terrors of her husband, but
she does have a conscience, and though her will does not allow
the workings of guilt to pass out of her, they nevertheless
consume her from within. When the prodigious force of her will,
along witfe her body, is asleep, then she breaks down.
3
Miss Agnes Mackenzie has the same theory, that the failure
of her will and the subsequent reassertion of her womanly
nature leads to her death. In her sleep, her will is in abey-
1. Edward Griggs; Shakespeare , a Syllabus of Twe lve lectures
(1904) p. 12
2. Walter Raleigh; Shakespeare (1916) p. 70
3. Henry N. Hudson; Shakes gear
e
,
his Life, Arts , and
Characters (1912T"Vol. II p. 338-342
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ance, and the horrors of the past return to overwhelm her natur-
al womanhooc There is no r3raorse or repentance In this horror,
it is "simply a matter of bare sensations"
And Allardyce Nicoll has a similar theory, for he feels that
"by her will Lady Macbeth conquered the softer parts of her
nature, and when the will "had been broken and shattered by too
great strain and exhausLion" this nature reasserted itself and
p
she died.
The course of Lady Macbeth' s madness is followed with
scientific thoroughness by the psychologist H. Somerville. He
believes that all of Shakespeare's tragic characters are mad or
part mad and that their madness is important in the action of
the play;^ he studies Lady Macbeth from this point of view. He
feels that Lady Macbeth had been going insane for quite some
time, but her "doom is sealed"^ when she returns with the
daggers to the murdered king. The smell of blood, the face of
the dead king who resembles her father (to her subconscious
mind his murder would be presented as parricide), the whole
terrible scene stamps a "memory-picture" on her mind, which
<
1. Agnes Mackenzie; The tfomen in Shakespeare's Plays
fl924), p. 340
2. Allardyce Nicoll; Studies in Shakespeare (1928)
p. 130-131
3« Henry Somerville; Madness in Shakespearean Tragedy
(1929), p. 50
4. ibid p. 147
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dwells there as a living torment to her. Somerville believes
that before Shakespeare destroys the hero in his tragedies, he
makes him mad first; 1 Lady Macbeth is to be no exception. By
the time of the banquet, there is a "veritable metamorphosis"
in Lady Macbeth, she is in the depths of despondency. Her
mental condition is serious. The fire that had kept her going
through her high-pressure strivings toward a goal had gone out
and she is now despairing and hopeless, weighed down by the
burden of her :uilt, unable to see anything better to do than
to die. Somerville the doctor rather than the literary critic
comes to the fore here, for he says the only ostensible purpose
Shakespeare has in still keeping her alive is that she must
"fulfill an essential part of the motif of the tragedy" - first
she must be made mad and then destroyed. "The trial of the
banquet is the last straw, and we never see her sane again"
.
Finally, in the sleepwalking scene, we see "her subconscious
mind overcharged with mental disease-producing stuff. This is
the stuff between which and her conscience a fierce battle has
been raging, with greater or less intensity" since the plan of
the murder was formed. She is now completely insane, but this
condition in a woman who at one time had experienced the tender
emotion of love as a wife and as a mother, as well as filial
affection for her father, can be explained only by the assump-
tion that she "had been becoming insane for some time, and that
1. Ibid p. 50

the madness from which she suffered and died had already set in,
and was showing Itself"* at the beginning of the play. This is
an entirely new theory, that Lady Macbeth becomes increasingly
insane all through the play, but - except for his statements
that this insanity is due to Shakespeare's motif of tragedy -
it is one that must be taken into account in all critical
analyses of the death of Lady Macbeth.
It is almost comical, in light of this lengthy study, to
introduce actress Lena Ashwell's cryptic assertion that Lady
Macbeth died from "lack of sleep". 2
Again we have made a study of critical theories that do not
follow a set pattern of progress from an eighteenth century neo-
classic, unimaginative point of view to a modern sympathetic
and understana ing attitude. We have seen instead several
theories and ideas, all of them proper and correct, but - with
the exception of Brooke - none of them complete. The pronounce-
ments of the critics on the breakdown and death of Lady Macbeth
are only partially true. Not till we take the composite sum of
all their criticisms - Hazlitt, Mrs. Jameson, Bucknill, Ray,
Kali, Moulton, Morris, Boas, Bradley, Brooke, Hudson, and of
course Somerville - not till then do we get the true picture.
Eaih has his own little bit to add to the total, each has his
own little contribution to make, they are all parts of the whole
- and the whole is the sum of its parts.
1. Ibid p. 147-159
2. Lena Ashwell; Reflections From Shakespeare (1932), F. 121

CONCLUSION
The character of Lady Macbeth may seem to have been arbi-
trarily divided by the preceding chapters into just so many
headings. That is not so; nor was that the original intention.
A person cannot be stretched out on a dissecting block and have
his various characteristics and qualities and attributes
separately laid bare and examined - that is almost impossible;
one's personal characteris tics are too closely interrelated to
one another to be treated in this fashion.
The critics of Lady Macbeth realized this in their inter-
pretations and estimates of her character. They make no attempt
to analyze her as a chemist would analyze the chemical composi-
tion of, say, water* They do not list, itemize or subdivide
her characteristics and discuss her accordingly; they treat
her in her entirety
.
.
T
."/e, however, in discussing the pronouncements of these
critics, are not similarly limited. There is somewhat less
difficulty in partitioning their criticism into topics. To be
sure, this must be done more or less arbitrarily; their
criticism does not naturally divide itself into these topics .
Consequently, there must also be some repetition. Nevertheless,
in reading the criticism of this character, we have found that
we could with not too great difficulty divide this criticism
into the topics we have chosen. The interpretations of Lady
Macbeth' s character seem to center about these various single

subjects of discussion.
Moreover, this division facilitates our study of the change
in attitude toward Lady Macbeth. We learn that the criticism
of Lady Macbeth has not always been the sane, that with differ-
ent centuries, different eras, people think differently of her,
certain changes in attitude toward her and in interpretation of
her character take place. From what a critic says here and
there about one aspect of her character, we gather an impres-
sion of his general attitude toward this element in her charac-
ter, y/e can compare this attitude with that of other critics,
similarly acquired, and thus study any differences or changes
that exist and the form that these changes take.
In general, we have seen the changes that exist have assumed
a definite pattern closely related to the different attitudes,
fashions, philosophies of what are known to us as "literary
periods". At first, in the eighteenth century - and, indeed,
quite often in the earliest part of the nineteenth century -
there exists an unimaginative, unsympathetic, illiberal attitude
toward Lady Macbeth. She is externally judged by the strict
neo-classic law and convention; there is no attempt to make an
analytical character study of the woman. Analytical character
studies are not the forte of the eighteenth century. Law,
order, rules, custom, convention rule in that era; and a
person such as Lady Macbeth, when judged by these standards,
would certainly receive harsh treatment. She is a savage fiend,
a Northern Fury, consumed by vaulting ambition, the temptress

and seductress of a noble innocent man as she forced hira into
crime. So speaks trie eighteenth century.
With the advent of Romanticism in the nineteenth century
we slowly get a change in attitude and consequently a change of
criticism. The pendulum of criticism begins its movement away
from the harsh eighteenth century viewpoint to a more liberal,
more sympathetic, more understanding point of view. The
Romantic movement in devoting its attention to analyzing char-
acters rather than plots leads to a sympathetic interest in
personal individualities; personal faults and eccentricities
are dealt with more leniently. Lady Macbeth becomes a woman,
much in love with her husband and because of this love, ambi-
tious for him. This view meets opposition from adherents to
the older attitude; and though this opposition fights a con-
stantly losing battle, it lasts until the last quarter of the
century. By the time we arrive at the twentieth century,
however, with its knowledge of individual psychology, its
understanding of mot_vation and drive and complexes, the neo-
classical attitude is discarded in favor of the later, more
sympathetic view.
This pattern or trend or pendulum swing exists only waen
changes in interpretation have taken place. But we have also
seen an absence o:' change in certain interpretations of Lady
Lacbeth, a continuation of older theories either because
opposition to the older theories did not begin until very late
and has not yet gathered sufficient force, or because there is

nothing to find fault with in these older theories.
In the eighteenth century, Lady Macbeth was the evil influ-
ence over her husband, his temptress and seductress to crime.
This attitude continued through tae nineteenth century and into
the twentieth. There has been opposition, but it has not yet
been weighty enough to overthrow this harsh interpretation of
Lady Macbeth' s Influence over her husband. The contest between
the two interpretations continues
.
There is also an absence of change of attitude in the dis-
cussions of Lady Macbeth' s strength of will and her death. The
critics have always agreed as to the gigantic strength of her
will power; their discussions of this tremendous resolve of hers
differ only as their discussions of her other characteristics
differ. Their interpretations of her death have also witnessed
no change in attitude. There exists a variety of opinions, but
none are objectionable, there has been no need for any changes
to take place - except to combine and synthesize these various
opinions
.
The general change in altitude, from a harshness toward
Lady Macbeth to a leniency, has been made more perceptible by
the division of the criticism into topics. With the exception
of the criticism of her influence over her husband, there has
been on the whole a decided change from the earliest criticism
to the criticism of this century. Understanding, imagination,
sympathy - ail have entered into the interpretation of Lady
Macbeth; s lowly at first, but increasingly as the years went by.

The change in general attitude has assumed the pattern of the
swing of a pendulum from the position of the eighteenth century
to the present position.
Another advantage of this division of criticism into topics
is that it enables us lo iormulat our own estimate of Lady
Macbeth. Working in the opposite direction, we correlate and
synthesize the estimates of the various aspects of Lady
Macbeth' s character Into one general impression of the woman.
Using the play itself, of course, as the main foundation, but
with trie ideas of these critics as supplementary supports -
either by agreement or violent disagreement with them - we have
been able to build our own interpretation of Lady Macbeth.
The most satisfactory interpretation of Lady Macbeth is by
way of analogy. Lady Macbeth is comparable to the wife of the
first or second vice-president of a very large corporation, like
the United States Steel or General Motors. Her very ambitious
husband -has for a long time had aspirations after the presidency
of the corporation. He is eligible for the position and might
have had it long ago if things had been different; he Bight yet
attain this object of his ambition if he waits long enough.
But he doesn't want to wait.
He has many times thought of ways and means to get rid of
the president, so that he can succe^L to the job.. He has no
scruples as to how he does this: he can easily arrange for the
president to meet with an unfortunate but fatal "accident".
He does not care, as long as he becomes president. He has

often discussed this matter with his wife, Tor they are very
much in love and share all their secrets . He haja told her of
his great ambition and of his plans and schemes, but they did
nothing because neither "time nor place did then adhere". 1
She is very much in love with her husband, wants to see him
advance his position and wants to help him; but she knows his
faults. He is very ambitious, but every once in awhile he
worries about what will happen if he gets caught. Pie does not
have enough confidence in his own ability to carry out his
schemes flawlessly. He needs somebody to build up his confi-
dence, to tell him he is right, to coax him out of his occas-
ional feelings of depression, to pat him on the back when he
begins to lag and tell him to keep going. All this she knows,
and she knows the part she must play if he is to attain his
ambition - she must be the one who helps him keep going.
One day the husband learns that someone else has been
chosen as the next president, and he determines once and f or-
al 1 to take over the leadership of the corporation. He tells
his wife, and she is in perfect accord, for she loves him very
much and wants to see him achieve his ambition. She will work
for him, do anything he may plan to do, no matter how repugnant
to her womanly nature this might be - the strength of her will-
power will aid her overcome the weakness of her sex. She will
commit the worst crime, just to help her husband.
1. Macbeth
,
.^ct I, Scene v, 1. 51-52

They lay their plans (murder) and proceed accordingly; but
toward, the end he begins to waver. He cannot go ahead. It is
not that he has moral scruples, that he thinks it wrong or dis-
honorable - though he uses those excuses. It is only that he
cannot take this irretraceable step; it is a momentous decision
to make, once it is done it cannot be undone, and he cannot
make this move alone. He wants to, he wants to very much - but
he cannot. He has not the will power, he has not the fortitude
to take the plunge. He will regret it ever afterwards if he
does not, and he knows it - but still he cannot go ahead. His
wife knows all this. She tries to build up his courage, to
show him this is the best time to do it, that he will not be
able to live with himself if he does not make use of this
opportunit3r . She gives him just the support, the resolution,
the coaxing - the extra little push - that he needs
.
That is all she does . She does not drive him on to become
president of the corporation because she wants to be the pres-
ident 1 s wife. She is not ambitious for herself. She loves
her husband and knows that he wants this high position. It is
for him that she is ambitious. She wants to see her husband
a rich and powerful man. She does not want this if it is
against his will, but he does will it. It is he who breaks
the enterprize to her. The first thought of doing away with
the president is his. It is his kettle of ambition that is
boiling over, his wife's task is to see that the fires under-
neath the kettle do not go out.

92.
But after her husband is elected president, having done
away with his rivals, a change comes over the woman. The
feverish activity of preparation for the crime and the election
of her husband have kept her busy, too busy to think of what
she was doing; and any stray thoughts were crushed by her will
power. Now, however, her husband no longer needs her help.
There is nothing for her to do. She ha.s time on her hands - and
the murder comes back into her brain. She dwells on it awake
or asleep, and remorse gnaws at her soul. The horror of it all
overcomes her womanhood, the womanhood she had earlier crushed
'by her will. But the remembrance of all the horror comes to
her chiefly in her sleep, when her will is subdued - and her
will is of no use to her now. Slowly, slowly, then with in-
creasing rapidity, all this works on her until she goes mad.
In her madness she still dwells on the crime - and finally her
overwrought brain gives way and she dies
.
That is our interpretation of Lady Macbeth; she is a woman
who might exist today. Our civilization certainly would sym-
pathize with her, we should not deem her fiend-like.

ABSTRACT OF THESIS
The criticism of Lady Macbeth has, for convenience 1 sake,
been divided into several topics. We were in this way able to
reveal certain movements and trends in this criticism.
This movement existed in the criticism of the womanly qual-
ities of Lady Macbeth. The critics of the eighteenth century
had the unimaginative conservative picture of her as a savage
fiend- like creature, hardly a woman at all. Charles G-ildon,
Samuel Johnson, G-eorge Steevens, William Richardson, and others
held to this point of view. In the next century, with the
early Romantics, Coleridge and Hazlitt, the modern view begins,
for they begin to treat her as a woman. The first bold defence
of Lady Macbeth as a woman with all a woman's qualities is made
by Mrs. Anna Jameson in 1832, Her view meets some minor
opposition, but on the whole it is approved, and by the time
we come to William Maglnn (1838), Henry Giles (1868), Henry
Hall (1871), and Frederick ?oas (1896), this conception of Lady
Macbeth is the accepted one. Lady Macbeth is completely femin-
ine, with all a woman's characteristics and attributes. She is
discussed as a woman, a man's wife, not as a monstrous Fury.
The twentieth century critics, A. C. Bradley (1904), Henry
Hudson (1912), Agnes Mackenzie (1924), and Allardyce Kicoll
(1926), offer no argument to this point of view, and serve to
illustrate further the complete change in attitude from the
eighteenth century.

The criticism of the ambition of Lady Macbeth has followed
a similar pattern. The early criticism, typified by that of
Steevens (1773) and Mrs . Sarah Kerable Siddons, is shallow and
unimaginative. Lady Macbeth is a most selfish woman, her only
motive is her desire for power. This drives her mercilessly on.
Even the Romantic Charles Lamb holds to this point of view.
With iAazlitt, wVio implies that her ambition is more for her
husband than for herself, a change begins to take place. The
pendulum begins to move toward a more lenient and understanding
position. Mrs. Jameson states this attitude more strongly, and
Maginn moves the pendulum to the other extreme: Lady Macbeth
is a mere slave to her husband's ambition. Maginn 1 s extreme
view is attacked by minor critics like Thomas Courtenay, Dr.
John Hucknill, Albert S. G. Canning, but is supported by some
of the better critics, Richard Moulton (1865), Kiram Corson
(1889) and Miss Mackenzie. Several critics try to take an
intermediate position, by combining her love for husband with
her own ambition. Among these are K. T. Hall and A. Stopford
Brooke (1905), who fail in their attempts because they make
her love for her husband merely an adjunct to her ambition
rather than the cause of it. Professor Bradley makes this
same attempt to find a via media, and he succeeds, for he makes
her ambition for herself and for her husband one and the same.
These later criticisms show how the pendulum has swung away
from the earlier eighteenth century ideas of the ambition of
Lady Macbeth.

The discussion of the love Lady Macbeth bore for her husband
follows the same pattern of a change from a narrow Illiberal
point of view to one that is sympathetic and understanding.
The critics of the eighteenth century and even the early
Romantics do not even mention this side of Lady Macbeth'
s
character; that Lady Macbeth should love her husband is to
them so improbable that they do not even discuss it. Mrs.
Jameson definitely states that Lady Macbeth loves her husband,
and Kagirm takes the extreme view that it is the guiding passion
of her life. Since then it has generally been accepted by all
the better critics, the critics who make a close study of
Shakespeare's characters, that Lady Macbeth loves her husband.
They do not make it the single guiding passion of her life, but
they do make the assertion that she loves her husband and this
love must be taken into account in any analysis of her character
. In tracing the course of the discussion of Lady Macbeth as
the temptress of her husband, we do not find this familiar
pattern of progress from an unsympathetic illiberal point of
view to one that is romantic and imaginative. On the contrary,
we see a continuation of the older harsh judgment of Lady
Macbeth right up to the present, with some scattered attacks
on it by a few critics who show a fuller understanding of the
relationship between Lady Macbeth and her husband. Mrs.
Charlotte Lennox (1754-), Mrs. Siddons, Richardson - all picture
Lady Macbeth as the temptress and seductress of an innocent man.
The Romantics Lamb and Hazlitt continue this attitude, and even

Mrs. Jameson shows no change, though she does make the attempt
to find an excuse for Lady Macbeth' s conduct. Only when we
come to Maginn do we find a change; he pictures Lady Macbeth
as the victim rather than the leader in this crime. Opposition
to the older illiberal attitude is continued by Kail, Moulton,
and Corson, who do not take the extreme position of Maginn, but
take the intermediate view that Lady Macbeth is the aid and
support of an already ambitious husband is his junior partner.
However, the older point of view is continued by such critics
as Arthur Symons (1839), and, in the twentieth century, Bradley,
Mackenzie, and Kicoll. The more liberal point of view is
supported by Hudson, while Brooke takes no definite position.
Thus, there has been no pendulum swing as existed in the other
topics of discussion, but rather a fairly recent contest between
two opposite points of view, a contest that is still going on.
The discussion of the firm and resolute will of Lady Macbeth
has not been a controversial one, and the pendulum swing of
criticism is not here visible. The critics have all agreed as
to the tremendous strength of her will power. But the dis-
cussion of the part that the strong will plays in her life is
in relation to each artist's conception of the other aspects of
her character. Those who believe her selfishly ambitious or the
temptress of her husband believe she called on her will power
to aid her in these endeavors, while those who believe she was
ambitious only for her husband or waa his aid and support in
crime believe that she called on her will power to aid her in

these endeavors. They all agree that she relied on her strength
of will, but their reasons for her reliance on it are different.
The previous chapters had shovm the critic's different attitudes
to the other sides of her character, and the chapter on her will
power shows the relation to these views that their remarks on he
will have.
The discussion of the mental breakdown and death, of Lady-
Macbeth and their causes has not been a contest between two
opposing points of view, nor does it show a progression from a
point 01 view that is not sympathetic to one that is. In this
discussion we see several interpretations of her death advanced,
and all of them are credible and acceptable. From the earliest
criticism of Lady Macbeth, we see the ideas set forth that she
died of remorse, or she died because her evil deeds finally
conquered her womanly nature, or she died because her v/ill
power gave way, or that the sudden inactivity after Macbeth
became king deprived her of the ways and means to keep going
and thus led to her death. These views are all acceptable as
far as 'obey go, but the critics have in the main, stressed one
or the other of them, and - except for Brooke - have made no
attempt to combine and synthesize them. The only fault in
all this criticism of the death of Lady i:acbeth is this failure
of the crxtics to recognize that it is a combination of all
these different factors that caused her death.

On the whole, we have seen a change in the general attitude
toward Lady Macbeth, from a harsh, illiberal, unimaginative,
unsympathetic point of view to one where leniency, sympathy,
imagination, and understanding exist.
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